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TO CONSIDER A HOUSE

"Eden is that old fashioned house we dwell in every day . •
Emily Dickinson

When Eden closed like a fist 
around a penny,
like a flower whose petals contract 
at the first touch 
of weather,
when only fire was left to warn,
as fire warns the wild animal;
and even before Cain
had come to start
what we have never ended;
it was time then, for the first time,
to consider a house.
Before, they had rested 
carelessly, naming a tree 
then sleeping under it, 
or sleeping first 
and naming later. Now, 
the soul shaken loose 
from the body, 
in temporary residence only 
in their skin, 
they dreamed the safety 
of boxes within boxes 
of doors closing quietly 
on doors.
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They traveled East,
not following the sun
hut drawn, as if hy accident, back
to its source.
The animals too had fled, taking 
only their names with them.
So as the birds learned, 
they learned 
to build of scraps, 
of sticks and straws collected 
along the way.
With the beaver they saw 
what can be dammed up, 
how to make use of all 
that accumulates.
And like the bear they took 
the hollowness of caves, 
a shape to be confirmed 
by the still untested womb.
In their own image they build their house:
eyelike windows, blank
with light; a skeleton of beams;
clay walls, crumbling a little,
as flesh was already learning
to crumble.
And from the hearth,
the smoldering center of the house, smoke
rose up the chimney
each morning, each dusk
making a leap toward God
that always ended
in cloud.
Only much later, 
and hesitantly at first, 
they thought to plant 
another garden.

(Linda Pastan, Aspects of Eve. New York: 
Liveright, 19757)
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INTRODUCTION

Three years ago I began graduate work in architecture* My undergraduate 
studies, experiences since graduation, the energy crisis, and personal readings 
reinforced my need to consider architecture as more than building structures, I had 
to develop a broader understanding of my personal values which would help me select 
"responsible architecture" projects. After considerable thought, it seemed that 
"responsible architecture" included four building criteria which provided direction 
for my graduate studies.

These criteria and their interrelationships seem important, especially in 
light of the present social and environmental conditions which confront us. The 
four criteria are:

1• The built environment should reflect the needs and values of the people 
for whom it is built (lifestyle)

2, The built environment should make conservative use of the available 
material and energy resources (conservation)

1
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3. The built environment should reflect the region or natural environment 

in which it is built (regionalism)
4* The built environment should provide its users with an enriching experi

ence they could not receive in any other place (experience).
Prom my investigations during the past three years, I have found these four 

criteria expressed in a concept called dwelling. Dwelling embodies notions of pre
serving and caring which require time and thought and building. That is, it is nec
essary to be actively involved with the environment over an extended period of time 
to realize the natural balances and beauty in which a structure may be created which 
reflects these same qualities.

MEy thesis is modern man can have his modern lifestyle and still live •pas
sively in harmony with the earth. This harmony comes through dwelling with the 
earth, observing the creatures and plants and valuing their natural processes. It is 
essential that man balance his use of renewable and nonrenewable resources. Many 
have taken for granted that our resources are infinite, but that is proving to be a 
fallacy. The desert particularly is a fragile environment that is dependent upon 
natural balances. This thesis investigates some of these balances and relates them 
to man's dwelling needs. The objective is being comfortable, safe, and healthy
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dwelling with the desert and, at the same time, preserving its unique qualities 
through conserving its material and energy resources.

This report is specifically about dwelling passively with the desert. The 
term dwelling will he defined further in the Dwelling Philosophy and Theory chapter. 
Its definition will he based upon Martin Heidegger*s concepts of sparing and pre
serving the fourfold virtues of earth, sky, divinities, and mortals (Heidegger,
1971» p* 151). Passive will he defined also in the same chapter as the notion 
basically of conserving resources through natural processes and reiterating the need 
for minimum use of nonrenewable fossil fuels, ground water, and money. It will 
stress maximum use of renewable solar energy, rain water, ventilation,.drought- 
resistant desert plant foods, and indigenous stone and earth building materials. The 
Sonoran Desert is the particular region in which these concepts are theoretically and 
physically applied. The desert will be described in the Environment chapter.

This report was written for my graduate thesis committee, Professors Fred 
Matter (College of Architecture), David Saile (College of Architecture), and Gwinn 
Vivian (Arizona State Museum), who have assisted me in defining this problem and in 
working through a logical argument toward approaching it. It was written also for 
anyone interested in living more naturally in the desert setting by minimizing his 
or her impact upon its natural balances.
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Before dealing specifically with how to dwell and build more responsively, 

it is necessary to describe my prejudices, background, and particularly those things 
which have contributed to my motivation for exploring these issues. My reasons are 
reactions primarily to past work and educational experiences, readings, and observa
tions. There are seven areas of concern that have prompted my investigation. These 
are not described necessarily in a hierarchy of importance.

First— The "bulldozer mentality" is flattening the earth; killing the 
centuries-old cacti and vegetation; and destroying the ground water supplies, 
animals, and birds. This seems so senseless, because it results in Tucson and other 
similar locales appearing the same as cities elsewhere in the country— anonymous and 
unstimulating. I was b o m  in Tucson but moved away from the Sonoran region when I 
was three. I returned in my youth periodically and each time found the desert 
uniquely beautiful and more fascinating. But upon returning as an adult, I was 
appalled at its destruction.

Second— The compulsive lifestyle which so many people choose to live tends 
to limit the quality of life. The hypertensive, "on-edge" personality misses the 
beauty and joy of living. Dwelling, in contrast, is an attempt to slow the pace of 
life— to enable one to "feel" his or her being in a particular place aM  time.
Also, the ideas that dwelling fosters allow processes which result in a blossoming



growth of ideas and actions instead of premature mental images that are compulsively 
ramrodded into products. A product-oriented life destroys the natural gathering 
processes and heuristics which result from dwelling, building, and thinking.

Third— The present housing-delivery system cannot provide shelter for the 
many lower income people due to the high cost. Ideally, the housing-delivery program 
should be philanthropic; however, the process is dominated by profit-motivated 
activity.

Architect Charles Albanese in analyzing housing from an economic perspective, 
uses the following figures from HUD (Housing and Urban Development), AIA (American 
Institute of Architects), and NAHB (National Association of Home Builders) to 
emphasize the problem. The figures are based upon the average two-bedroom, 1,300- 
square-foot house being built in tract developments in Tucson. In 1976 the builder's 
.cost was $33,700. By 1978 that construction cost jumped to $46,800. But the actual 
financing cost to the buyer nearly doubled that figure. Assume the buyer makes a 
down payment of $6,800 and finances the $40,000 balance at 10 percent over 30 years. 
At the end of 30 years that mortgage will have cost $86,370. In addition, average 
maintenance and improvements for that time span will run about $30,000. Ultimately, 
the 1,300-square-foot standardized house, after the down payment, will cost roughly 
$156,000!
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This same cheaply constructed house can be found throughout the country with 

no responsiveness or care for natural siting, climatic conditions, local materials, 
or particular occupant desires. For most who can afford these houses, they are 
merely functional shelters which provide few, if any, enriching qualities.

As a rule of thumb, the government recommends that someone be allowed to 
finance a house only when the value of that house does not exceed twice his or her 
annual income. Conservatively, this means that the buyer must be earning in excess 
of $20,000. By this rule, which is followed by many lending agencies, 50 percent of 
the U.S. population is excluded. On the other hand, one might ask if the American 
Dream is to own your home afterall and be in debt for the next 50 years. This paper 
will investigate an alternative— a self-built home. This solution is plainly not for 
everyone, but there are more and more people considering it. It becomes an art-of- 
necessity and a leam-by-doing experience which not everyone has the time or inclina
tion to explore.

Fourth— I am opposed to the "averaging11 or standardizing of living environ
ments. Generally, homes are built with similar materials, similar basic forms, sim
ilar-sized rooms, and similar room organization. Inherently this is dehumanizing; 
we are individual beings with unique dreams, desires, and aspirations. Homogeneous, 
artificially illuminated, and climately controlled environments limit our sensory



experiences. Plastic, highly machined materials retain their "hard-edged," perfect 
quality at the expense of aging and reflecting the human mark-of-the-hand qualities 
of craftsmen working with natural materials. The uniquely human attributes are too 
often overlooked.

These reactions were fostered while I was working for CERL (Construction 
Engineering Research laboratory) on a man-environment research program to improve 
U.S. Army facilities and Federal office buildings. The research dealt with large 
populations and large-scale environments. The research instruments were survey 
questionnaires and interviews of actual user groups primarily. The resulting data 
were statistically analyzed with the aid of a computer which limited direct inter
action with the occupant and his environment in many respects. The methods and 
instruments determined the type of information and responses that we were able to 
gather, thus limiting the quality of results. Our systematic procedures provided a 
wealth of quantitatively defined functional requirements which consisted of optimi
zation of efficiency and task performance, health, safety, and satisfaction. These 
statistically analyzed data tended to reduce the individuals interviewed to a mere 
average. Individual qualities and experiences could not be investigated through 
these tidy, efficient methods. But it is these particular individual qualities and 
experiences that are needed for the creation of places that offer enrichment and

7
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association for the user. Because these qualitative requirements often have been 
neglected in the past, the designer has been left to his personal skill and sensi
tivity to create settings which respond to his desired experiences for the occupant 
users of a specific environment.

Military and bureaucratic environments also tend to limit individual per
sonalization and expression reducing people to mere numbers and statistics, A person 
by choice should be allowed to interact, participate, adapt, alter, or create a 
personal environmental experience. In this situation the designer can assist and 
provide necessary technical advice, The designer's responsibility is to assure that 
the individual's health and safety are not jeopardized and that the necessary code 
requirements are not violated, The qualities and personal meanings that result when 
users participate in the creation of their environment must not be overlooked. Par
ticipant observation, behavior-setting analysis, and ethnographic techniques enable 
a researcher to gather individual meaning and preference qualities, but these do not 
readily lend themselves to quantification or computer analysis. "Quantitative 
methods cannot describe the relationships between things, people and nature— which 
is just where experience and human values lie" (Turner, 1977, p. 66).

Fifth— The public has become too dependent upon specialists. There needs 
to be more self-reliance, resourcefulness, and common sense to assure man's survival.
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Too much is being taken for granted, Victor Papanek in Design for the Real World 
illustrates the dangers of over specialization with a story told by the generalist, 
Buckminster Puller:

In the last decade, two important papers were presented to learned societies, 
one on anthropology and the other on biology. And both these researchers were 
working completely independently. But it happened by chance that I saw both 
papers. The biological one was looking into all the biological species that have 
become extinct. The anthropological one was looking into all the human tribes 
that had become extinct. Both researchers were trying to find a commonality of 
causes for extinction. Both of them found the same cause independently— extinc
tion is a consequence of over-specialization. As you get more over-specialized, 
you inbreed specialization. It's organic. As you do, you outbreed general 
adaptability.

So here we have the warning that specialization is a way to extinction, and 
our whole society is thus organized. . . .  (Papanek, 1971, p. 291.)

The implications are clear that we have to stop relying upon the specialist for 
everything. The architect or builder alone cannot provide necessarily a house which 
is responsive to ell individual needs. "Personal and local resources are imagina
tion, initiative, commitment and responsibility, skill and muscle-power; the capa
bility for using specific and often irregular areas of land or locally available 
materials and tools; the ability to organize enterprises and local institutions; 
constructive competitiveness and the capacity to cooperate" (Turner, 1977, p. 48). 
All these qualities are present in those who undertake their own projects without 
the costly specialists doing the work. "Resourcefulness and longevity of buildings,
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as distinct from productivity and short-term costs, require imagination, initiative 
and above all, personal will to care” (Ibid., p. 94)•

Durable, cared-for structures are actually what we should strive for. The 
ancient Indian ruins that have survived for centuries demonstrate the presence of 
care and craftsmanship qualities in these cultures. The concept of owner-built 
dwellings requires common-sense approaches utilizing local materials and energy con
servation principles. At the dwelling scale the creative freedom and crafted excel
lence Eire the responsibility of the owner-builder.

Autonomy in building environments means self-help— that is, self-determina
tion at the local level where a person still retains his or her identity. . . .
The main motive for personEilly committing oneself to the always exacting and 
often exhausting job of organizing and managing, let alone self-building, may 
be the bodily need for socially acceptable shelter, but "higher” needs for 
creative expression and personsO. identity are, in most cases, also present and 
for many equally important (Ibid., pp. xiii, xxiii).

The owner-built home typically costs less but requires a great deal of time 
to gather the necessary materiEils and resources. Nonetheless, the extended gathering 
period often leads to rewarding time-building social relationships. Friends can help 
gather materials and provide invaluable labor when needed; in addition, being together 
seems to increase the motivation and spirit. The work may be hard and the hours 
long, but a lifestyle can be acquired encouraging dwelling and social interdependence 
which, in turn, etffords needed security and assured survival.
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In historical fact, good housing, like plentiful food, is more common where 

it is locally produced through network structures and decentralizing technolo
gies. The thesis [in this hook] is that these are the only ways and means 
through which satisfactory goods and services can he obtained, and that they are 
vital for a stable planet (ibid., p. 6).

As described in the Environment chapter, the Papago have survived hundreds of years 
in the Sonoran Desert due to generalist skills and interdependence between people.

Sixth— The depletion of material and energy resources threatens the existence 
of mankind. Our society needs to be educated in conservation of the precious re
sources which determine vitality and life. We must learn to recognize our wasteful 
habits. Today 25 percent of our energy reserves go to buildings, 25 percent to trans
portation, 40 percent to industries, and 10 percent to other uses (AIA Convention, 
1976). The residence is an important place to begin conserving energy even though 
it is a small percentage of the total energy used. Malcolm B. Wells has developed 
"The Absolutely Constant Incontestably Stable Architectural Value Scale" which can 
be used to evaluate positively responsible energy conserving architecture:
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Positive

1• Creates pure air
2. Creates pure water
3. Stores rain water
4# Produces its own food
5. Creates rich soil
6. Uses solar energy
7. Stores solar energy
8. Creates silence
9* Consumes its own wastes

10, Maintains itself
11, Matches nature1s pace
12, Provides wildlife habitat
13, Provides human habitat
14, Moderates climate

and weather 
19. Beautiful

Negative
Destroys pure air 
Destroys pure water 
Wastes rain water 
Produces no food 
Destroys rich soil 
Wastes solar energy 
Wastes fossil fuels 
Destroys silence 
Dumps its wastes unused 
Needs repair and cleaning 
Disregards nature1s pace 
Destroys wildlife habitat 
Destroys human habitat 
Intensifies climate 

and weather 
Destroys beauty

(From the writings of Malcolm B, Wells, Architect, Cherry Hill, 
New Jersey, as published in Progressive Architecture. March 1971.)

An architecture which takes all these values into account would be quite im
pressive. Even taking a few into account would be encouraging. Waiting for govern
ment or industry to initiate responsive architectural programs is avoiding the issue.
Government and industry often operate upon a system of economics instead of natural
conscience. A response to these values must occur at the individual or local level 
through the moral acceptance of personal responsibility for what happens to the 
environment. E. F. Schumacher in Small Is Beautiful describes another concept of 
economics using nature and the individual as its basis:
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M o d e m  economics does not distinguish between renewable and non-renewable 

materials, as its very method is to equalize and quantify everything by means of 
a money price# Thus, taking various alternative fuels, like coal, oil, wood, or 
water-power: the only difference between them recognized by m o d e m  economics is 
relative cost per equivalent unit# The cheapest is automatically the one to be 
preferred, as to do otherwise would be irrational and "uneconomic." From a 
Buddhist point of view, of course, this will not do; the essential difference 
between non-renewable like coal and oil on the one hand and renewable fuels like 
wood and water power on the other cannot be simply overlooked# Non-renewable 
goods must be used only if they are indispensable, and then only with the great
est care and the most meticulous concern for conservation# To use them heed
lessly or extravagantly is an act of violence, and while complete non-violence 
may not be attainable on this earth, there is nonetheless an ineluctable duty 
on man to aim at the ideal of non-violence in all he does (Schumacher, 1973, 
p# 60).

The individual or small group is the best equipped to assume a nonviolent, 
economy-of-needs point of view. The centralized, large-scale organization has too 
many vested interests to care for nonviolence on the earth. The decentralized, 
autonomous community has a better chance at living through ideals to conserve fossil 
fuels, ground water, and money#

Seventh— The final concern has to do with my growing up middle class and,. as 
a result, not having a solid value set based upon hardships and experience#

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only the 
essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and 
not, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived. I did not wish to live 
what was not life, living is dear; nor did I wish to practice resignation, unless 
it was quite necessary (Thoreau, 1966, p. 61).
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Through experiencing a more basic essential existence, it is possible to separate 
more honestly true needs from wants and desires. A better self-understanding results 
from simple living with more time to think through the meanings and values that com
prise one's life. Realizing personal biases is essential to clearer communication 
with others, especially when assisting them with design problems. The whole experi
ence of valuing and believing in something enough to motivate yourself to physically 
do it— no matter how great the task— is a worthwhile learning experience. The know
ledge gained from such an undertaking is so much greater than can be derived from a 
book. The process of building your own dwelling to be in harmony with nature is very 
centering and healthy. It requires spirit, intellect, and physical action simulta
neously. It is work and play.

The answer to low cost housing, it seems to me, is to make a break with a 
"standard of living" that makes us slaves to centralized decision-making and 
control, to an economy whose values are the magnitude of production and consump
tion. The dollar is not a reasonable measure of the quality of life or the 
quality of place. . . .

Getting myself together started with getting my time and space into one 
place, with creating the possibility and essential conditions for that wholeness 
(From Sim Van der Ryn, School of Architecture, University of California, Berkeley, 
as published in Boericke's Handmade Houses— A Guide to the Woodbutcher*s Art. 
1973). ------------------ — ---------------------------- ----

The whole process centers the individual and increases his self-awareness, 
but this is not where it stops. The realization of true needs and wants and the act 
of building with nature prepare one to assist others in a unique housing process.



The process requires solid personal values and the acceptance of others* values whom 
you are assisting. Their values and meanings are essential. The process takes time 
and patience which is learned by experience. Hassan Fathy in his book, Architecture 
for the Poor, stresses the importance of architecture that reflects the values and 
lifestyle needs of those who will inhabit it.

The standard of living and culture among the world*s desperately poor peas
ants can be raised through cooperative building, which involves a new approach 
to rural mass housing. There is much more in this approach than the purely tech
nical matters that concern the architect. There are social and cultural ques
tions of great complexity and delicacy, there is the economic question, there is 
the question of the projects relations with the government, and so on. None of 
these questions can be left out of consideration, for each has a bearing on the 
others, and the total picture would be distorted by any omission (Fathy, 1973, 
p. xv).

Designing and building is not a simple linear process for oneself or for 
others. But involvement in the process is essential to learning all the interrelated 
issues and values required to create such an architecture. The four criteria 
described at the beginning of the Introduction will be developed in the following 
chapters.

Ity experience dwelling in the desert for the past two years while building my 
home provided a vehicle for discussing in depth the four responsive building criteria. 
This project synthesized the theoretical goals and concepts put forth in this report. 
Although the structure is not complete, as yet, it has reached a stage of completion

15
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that enables dwelling. The process of dreaming, gathering resources, and building 
with nature allowed the dwelling to blossom organically. By living at the site with 
my belongings, the growth of the structure evolved places for things and desired 
activities in contrast to preconceiving the whole. The art-of-necessity was moti
vating, and the resolution of essential needs amidst wildest dreams was creative.
The whole process was learned only by doing.

The co-operatively purchased site is located at the base of the Tortolita 
Mountains in gently rolling foothills of desert vegetation. The 7.5 acre plot of 
ground, though small in area, possesses numerous private building areas protected by 
vegetation and topography. Co-ownership of land is in keeping with Schumacher' s 
"small is beautiful" philosophy. Each of the landowners is a builder and shares the 
common notions of building and dwelling in harmony with nature. The following maps 
and sketches will provide an introduction to the area with emphasis on my dwelling 
(see figs. 1 and 2).

The Sonoran Desert region and its climatic conditions are described in the 
next chapter, Environment. These conditions have determined the specific passive 
dwelling responses discussed in the Dwelling Philosophy and Theory chapter. The 
Summary provides a restatement of the four criteria and presents conclusions 
about their application for responsive desert architecture. The future research



considerations for the dwelling example are addressed, A set of slides that further 
depicts the dwelling process and product accompanies the report.

17



Fig* 1* Sonoran Desert region detailing the Tortolita site*
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ENVIRONMENT

The Sonoran Desert is laced delicately with dynamically changing plant and 
animal life. Depending upon the season, nature displays an ever-changing palette 
of sensual stimulation for people to experience. It is late February today, and the 
desert is covered with green grasses and dainty miniature flowers of purple, white, 
yellow, and magenta hues. The little seeds stay buried in the ground until the right 
temperature and moisture conditions cause germination. The grasses are especially 
thick near dense trees and bushes where the moisture and richer soils are present.
It has been a year of abundant rains, and spring is demonstrating already what the 
next couple of months have in store for the desert dwellers.

This desert environment generally can be biologically classified as the Lower 
Sonoran Life Zone which is sea level to 3,500 feet in elevation (Hackenberg, 1964, 
p. II-2), There are mountain ranges in the area which exceed 10,000 feet in eleva
tion and, therefore, include many other life zone classifications. The topography 
is characterized as Basin and Range with mountains and intervening valleys running 
parallel from northwest to southeast. The Lower Sonoran or desert scrub life zone

20
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is known to have the greatest number and variety of life forms of any North American 
desert— over 2,500 different species (Arizona Desert Museum lecture Series by 
Richard Felger, 1979). The vegetation is low; the ground is "sandy," and the diverse 
mixture of dissimilar life forms makes the environment quite unique and intriguing. 
The distribution of vegetation is determined by available water, soil type, texture, 
depth and surface character, and topography (Brittain, 1974, p. 86).

The Sonoran Desert is primarily a coastal desert stretching from southeast 
California and mid-Arizona into Mexico. The particular portion of the Sonoran region 
of interest in this report is bordered to the east by the Santa Catalina Mountains, 
to the north by the Tortolita Mountains, to the west by the Avra Valley and Tucson 
Mountains, and to the south by Tucson.

The Papago Indians inhabit much of the Sonoran region due west of the Avra 
Valley and are surrounded by neighboring Indian tribes: the Gila River Pimas to the 
northeast, the Cocomaricopas to the northwest, and the Yumas in the Colorado River 
Valley to the west (Hackenberg, 1964, p. II-1). Anglo-Americans border the Papago 
to the east. The Papago inhabit an arid hot region characterized by low rainfall 
and high evaporation. They are of particular interest because of their successful 
lifestyle in the driest and harshest part of the Sonoran Desert. The Papago were 
called Tohono Au-autam ("thirsty people" or "desert people") and Papavi Au-autam
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(’’bean people”) by their riverine-dwelling relatives on the Gila, Santa Cruz, Altar, 
and Magdalena Rivers who spoke the same language (Dobyns, 1972, p, 3). The names 
identify the land, character, and primary food staple which are all unique to the 
Papago, Their landscape is varied, beautiful, and ancient.

The physiographic forms of the region are mountain ranges, pediments, and 
basins which were established in Miocene to early Pliocene time and later modified by 
mechanical erosion forces. The mountain peaks are rough, sharp, and exhibit intense 
contrasts of light and shadow from the bright sun. The pediments are semiplanar, 
gently sloping, and locally hilly rock-cut surfaces along the margins of the mountain 
ranges. The pediments are formed by meandering stream planation and sheet flood 
erosion. Deposition and erosion by wind, streams, and sheet floods form the basins 
(Brittain, 1974, p. 51). The oldest rocks in the area are PreCambrian Pinal schist 
and related granitic intrusives formed 1 to 2 billion years ago (ibid., p. 53).
Most of these rocks are porous and crumbly which makes them unsuitable for construc
tion. But those covered by multicolored lichens and those that form habitats for 
many plants and animals are interesting and pleasing to see.

In the Tortolita Mountains, and probably elsewhere in the region, a younger, 
nondisintegrating granite and beautiful rose-colored quartz can be found. Some of 
the best granite for construction is located in washes where the discontinuous waters
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have rounded the stones. The quartz is on the surface, usually found in deposits 
which are numerous and scattered. It was formed deep under the earth’s surface under 
great pressure; and during geological formation of the earth’s surface into mountains 
and basins, these veins split and surfaced through fractures in various locations. 
Both of these rocks are dense and solid and structurally sound building materials. 
There are a diverse variety of other rocks which may or may not be aesthetically 
pleasing and structurally sound for construction or foundations. (If you can drop 
a rock from waist high and it does not fracture or crumble, then it is suitable 
probably for building.)

The dominant geological structural element in this region is the Texas linea
ment. It is a wide tectonic zone which stretches from southern California eastward into 
Texas and Mexico and is characterized by steep strike slip wrench faults. Even though 
these faults are present, this part of the Sonoran region has been classified seismi- 
cally inactive; however, there is always the potential for a tremor (ibid,, p. 59).

The soils of the Sonoran Desert are high in minerals and contain less than 
1 percent organic matter (Bowden, 1972, p. 35). This makes them agriculturally 
unproductive by most standards. The earth surface generally is covered by loose sand 
with a hard caliche from a few inches to several feet below the surface. Excavation 
is difficult. The minimal rainfall is not enough to wash the topsoils, so the salt
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content is high. This prevents the complete percolation of water; consequently, 
much valuable rainfall evaporates and never reaches the water table below the ground 
surface. (Septic sewage systems may also have problems achieving the necessary 
percolation around the leaching lines.)

The limited surface waters mean that few amphibian creatures live in the 
desert. Toads, frogs, and microhylids can be found where bodies of water collect 
periodically. These desert amphibians appear after heavy rains when the excess water 
provides the ideal conditions for larval breeding. Otherwise, these.creatures lie 
dormant buried in the soil (Brittain," 1974, p. 89),

Reptiles, on the contrary, do very well in the dry, hot desert conditions. 
According to an inventory there are 94 species of reptiles in Arizona. These include 
5 species of turtles, 41 species of lizards, and 48 species of snakes. Of these 
species the Desert Tortoise, H o m e d  lizard Genus, and the Gila Monster are endangered 
species and are protected by Arizona law. These creatures cannot be killed, trapped, 
or sold as defined by the law (Ibid., p. 104).

Like the reptiles, the bird populations of this desert are numerous. Some 
are year-round nesters, and others migrate from the north or south depending upon 
species. Of the numerous birds the American Peregrine Falcon, Prairie Falcon, 
Ferruginous Hawk, Mountain Plover, and Northern Aplomado Falcon are protected species



by State and/or Federal laws. The same restrictions apply to these birds as applied 
to the protected reptilian species (Ibid., pp. 115-115)*

Mammals are also quite prevalent. Bats, hares, rabbits, squirrels, chipmunks, 
prairie dogs, marmots, rats, mice, foxes, coyotes, raccoons, weasels, skunks, bob
cats, javelinae, and deer inhabit the Sonoran region. There are numerous species of 
most of these general categories that can be identified. The biggest nuisance are 
the pack rats and mice who will chew up anything and carry it away to build grand 
homes filled with collections of human artifacts• These rodents are known to trans
port various diseases and infections, so they should be controlled as much as pos
sible. Also, they can attract snakes who feed upon them. Snakes bring along a 
whole set of other problems; therefore, the rodents should be discouraged from 
dwelling in close proximity to humans. The Papago rake the desert surrounding their 
homes to eliminate piles of sticks and branches which rodents use to build their 
houses. (If trapping these mammals is necessary, it is best to use mechanical traps 
(Victor) baited with peanut butter. Poisons can affect other animals or birds if 
they happen to eat a poisoned rodent.) Discretion should be used and senseless 
killing of desert rodents avoided; however, their control may become essential. The 
Spotted Bat is the only mammal presently protected by law (Ibid., p. 147)*
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Rainfall and elevation are the primary determinants for animal life and 
vegetation. The annual rainfall in this region is between 3 to 10 inches and 
increases at higher elevations above 3,500 feet. For example, Baboquivari Peak at 
an altitude of 7,730 feet receives approximately 19.91 inches annually; whereas, the 
city of Yuma at 150 feet receives an average of 3.48 inches (Hackenberg, 1964, 
p. II-4). The Sonoran region lies on the eastern edge of the North Pacific High 
which locks the region into an atmospheric stability. This brings rains twice a 
year, but these rains differ in quality and quantity. The winter storms originate 
in the Pacific and are slow and extensive, sometimes beginning in November and 
continuing until February. The summer monsoons are from June to August and originate 
in the Gulf of Mexico. These are usually violent thunderstorms, brief, sporadic, 
and preceded usually by high winds measured at 60 to 70 miles per hour (Bowden,
1977, p. 33). The winds raise and blow damaging sands and dust called dust devils. 
Dust devils usually form between 1 and 2 P.M. and last 3 to 5 minutes. There are 
virtually no tornadoes in this region (Brittain, 1974, p. 49).

The summer storms blow dust, display vivid lightning patterns, set off 
crashes of thunder, and drop a lot of rain in a short time causing flash floods and 
sheeting on the impermeable earth surface. The steep mountains quickly gather the 
rains and direct them into wash charcos (low water collection spots) and rock tanks
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called tinajas. The chareos and tlnajas do not retain surface water for long periods 
due to high evaporation rates. Tinajas retain the water longer, because these rock 
tanks are less absorptive, usually deeper, and expose less surface area to sun and 
wind. The average rate of evaporation is 6 to 9 feet annually (Bowden, 1977, p* 33)*

The aboriginal Papago utilized these rains and exploited their natural points 
of collection gathering the water at these key places. They also knew of a few 
natural springs (Hackenberg, 1964, p. II-5). Generally, the only surface water on 
the Reservation are two small streams in the Baboquivari Mountains. Thus, the Tohono 
Au-autam were dependent upon the rains. Their village settlement pattern was widely 
dispersed and reflected this dependence. Villages formed near water holes, and the 
women routinely gathered water in earthen jars.

The demands on the Tohono Au-autam*s resourcefulness and knowledge of desert 
survival were rigorous. They not only found enough sustaining water for drinking 
but also enough for farming. They mastered a flood-farming technique which demanded 
only 7 inches of annual rainfall. This method was called akchin (arroyo mouth) and 
utilized the top soil and plant debris which collected at the mouth of a wash or dry 
river (Hackenberg, 1964, p. II-8). After the summer rains began the Papago planted 
seeds at the mouth of the major washes. They ritually danced and sang then to 
bring the crops. The yields varied but the crops grew.
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The natural desert vegetation also disperses itself to utilize the sparse 

rainfall. Broad shallow-root and deep tap-root systems characterize these plants. 
The roots gather the rain water and store it in the expanding plant structure. This 
sparseness of vegetation partly accounts for the lack of fertile soil due to the 
minimal organic matter dropping to the earth and decomposing.

Rainfall and water are characteristically unpredictable, but temperature is 
fairly predictable during the day and night in the desert. The temperatures across 
this area vary only a few degrees from location to location depending upon the 
desert season and elevation. There exists, however, a great diurnal difference in 
temperature, The desert does not have enough natural protective materials to retain 
the day*s solar radiation collected in the earth's surface, so it reradiates to the 
cold night sky. The typical external ambient temperature diurnal range is between 
20 to 30 degrees between day and night. The temperatures in January are a mean

during the day and a mean 39°F at night. In July the mean is 103°P during the 
day and 76°F at night (Ibid., p. II-4). These temperature ranges suggest diffi
culties in achieving human physical comfort, especially without modern air-condi
tioning techniques utilized and taken for granted in the Anglo-American culture.
A massively structured shelter, however, helps to equalize and moderate such 
temperature extremes.
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In summary, the earth and sky of the Sonoran Desert can be characterized by 

extreme heat, low rainfall, and high evaporation rates. The aboriginal Papago 
found simple, nontechnical, renewable ways of dealing with the environmental condi
tions and extremes. Their knowledge enabled them to live with the desert, not 
against or in control of it. Their solutions were passive, so they did not exhaust 
nonrenewable resources which most Anglo-controlling mechanisms do. The Papago, 
through decentralized villages located near natural water and food sources, harmo
niously balanced their impact on the earth. Their homes were built from dry sticks 
and later packed with earth moistened by the rains. These structures afforded shade 
and wind/rain protection with readily available natural materials.

The following tables and graphs diagram some useful climatological/environ
mental data (see figs. 3 and 4).
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Fig. 3. Above data were recorded at Univ. of Ariz, (1931-72) and are specific 
to that area; therefore there will be variance generally across the Sonoran Desert 
region in this section of report. Dwelling site is located approx, 20 mi north and 
700 ft higher in elevation than Univ. weather station, the nearest data source.
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DWELLING PHILOSOPHY AND THEORY

I was introduced first to the concept of dwelling in the spring of 1977 
through an architectural design class called Theory and Design of Small Buildings. 
"The Essence of Dwelling." Tjae class was comprised of approximately twenty archi
tectural students. Professors Fred Matter and Gordon Heck. From the course 
syllabus, the following definitions of dwelling were provided:

Dwelling in this sense is taken from Heidegger*s work, Being and Time, and 
is described as; "Man*s relation to places and through places to spaces consist 
in dwelling." "Only when we are capable of dwelling can we build." "Dwelling 
is the essential property of existence." Further clarification is found in 
Merleau-Ponty * s, Phenomenology of Perception. where space is described as one of 
the structures which express our "being in the world." "We have said that space 
is existential; we might just as well have said that existence is spatial."

The definitions at first seemed abstract and vague, but as the course progressed
certain essential characteristics emerged from individual student analysis. Notions
of permanence, security, association, memory, mystery, inspiration, nature, sensual
stimulation, society, history, comfort, freedom, order, change, vitality, and others
were repeatedly discussed; and examples were given of how they were expressed or
articulated in the small-scale structures we analyzed. These essential qualities
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amounted to the preferences which most of us felt were shared associations of the 
environment.

Stephen and Rachel Kaplan in their book, Humanscane: Environments for People, 
devote a chapter to the concept of "preferred environments." They identify two com
ponents, content and process, which contribute to these environments. The following 
statements provide clues to the contents and processes which people find of value 
in their environments:

Contents that play a role here might be expected to have a connection to 
important properties of the environment in which humans evolved. And indeed, 
fire, water, and caves seem to have properties that hold people's attention. 
"Green" places, or settings that are at least partially "natural," seem to be 
preferred.

In terms of process, environments that are likely to be preferred are those 
that permit "involvement" and "making sense." For an environment to be 
"involving" it must have some complexity or diversity. Involvement can also 
come from features that are not actually present but are suggested or implied.
For an environment to "make sense" requires coherences the parts need to hang 
together and in some sense "belong" there (Kaplan, 1978, p. 148).

These concepts involve man in the definition of his environment. A connected
ness as well as state of being is implied. That is what is so appealing in the 
notion of dwelling. It can be viewed as a verb and action and/or as a noun and 
structure enabling the act. Dwelling implies a set of values about the actions 
performed by a person who dwells in the environment. In an essay titled "Building
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Dwelling Thinking,M in Poetry. Language. Thought by Martin Heidegger, these values 
are explicitly stated:

The fundamental character of dwelling is sparing and preserving. To spare 
and preserve means: to take under our care, to look after the fourfold in its 
presenoing (sky,earth, divinities and mortals).

To save really means to set something free into its presenoing.
Dwelling, insofar as it keeps or secures the fourfold in things, is, as this 

keeping, a building,
• , • Building and thinking— belong to dwelling, if they remain within their 

limits and realize that the one as much as the other comes from the workshop of 
long experience and incessant practice (Heidegger, 1971, pp, 151-152).

So, dwelling has to do with being an individual who cares and spends time 
preserving the sky, earth, divinities, and mortals. Implied here are the moral 
values by which man can harmonize his life with the cosmic forces. Dwelling seems 
to be most easily realized when the individual is in a preferred environment which 
exhibits some of those essential qualities discovered by our class. Dwelling is a 
state of being and/or becoming in time and space. It is a state of consciousness 
and has to do with familiarity with oneself and the environment, When an individual 
realizes dwelling, it is communicated, either consciously or unconsciously, and 
felt by those who come in contact with that person. It is expressed in the physical 
character and tone of the individual as a relaxed or composed quality. It is 
exhibited also in the place where one lives through its relationship to the fourfold 
virtues.



John Muir was a naturalist, and in 1869 he built a home in Yosemite that 
exemplified the notions of dwelling as put forth here:

I boarded with Mr. Hutchings1 family, but occupied a cabin that I built for 
myself near the Hutchings' winter home. This cabin, I think, was the handsomest 
building in the Valley, and the most useful and convenient for a mountaineer.
Prom the Yosemite Creek, near where it first gathers its beaten waters at the 
foot of the fall, I dug a small ditch and brought a stream into the cabin, 
entering at one end and flowing out the other with just current enough to allow 
it to sing and warble in low, sweet tones, delightful at night while I lay in 
bed. The floor was made of rough slabs, nicely joined and embedded in the 
ground. In the spring, the common pteris ferns pushed up between the joints of 
the slabs, two of which, growing slender like climbing ferns on account of the 
subdued light, I trained on threads up the sides and over my window in front of 
my writing desk in an ornamental arch. Dainty little tree frogs occasionally 
climbed the ferns and made fine music in the night, and common frogs came in 
with the stream and helped to sing with the hylas (tree toads) and the warbling, 
tinkling water. My bed was suspended from the rafters and lined with libocedrus 
plumes, altogether forming a delightful home in the glorious valley at a cost of 
only three or four dollars, and I was loath to leave it (Freudenheim, 1974, 
p. 11).

Dwelling is spending time, caring for, and moving easily which require
thought, emotion, and action. The mind, body, spirit, and environment become one
when dwelling. In contrast, the compulsive individual, compulsively behaving without
thought or care, has no time to stop and ponder or feel or savor his experience. So
many of the present society seem caught up in this compulsion. When everything moves
so fast, there is always something else— something at one's finger tips to distract
him— something instantaneous. Thought or value or meaning seems nebulous, and the 
everyday environment imparts this compulsive carelessness.
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Many things make a difference for the dweller pondering his acts and rela

tionships to the earth, sky, divinities, and mortals. He has the time to experience 
and choose selectively those things which are important. His time is spent experi
encing the enriching qualities of those differences. He utilizes his senses, 
memory, and intellect to understand relationships and seek opportunities, There is 
a gentleness implied. This nonviolence Schumacher describes in Buddhist economics 
(quoted in the Introduction), The architecture of dwelling is the creation of a 
physical environment which harmonizes with its context and enables the occupant to 
dwell in the fullest sense. Through the detailing of relationships and articulation 
of essential qualities, the care and thought of a dweller are evidenced.

The dwelling is a symbol of the occupants living within. It represents their 
innermost dreams, memories, associations, and interaction between each other, guests, 
community, end nature. The dwelling assures liveability and satisfies the activity 
needs of those who occupy it. It promotes health and safety. It conserves energy 
reducing exhaustion of veiluable nonrenewable energy resources. It integrates and 
harmonizes with its neighborhood or natural setting and expresses the unique quali
ties of the region in which it is located. And finally, the dwelling incorporates 
those enriching and stimulating qualities of experience of the body and mind that
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enable dwelling as defined here, Charles Moore in Body. Memory and Architecture 
states:

What is missing from our dwellings today are the potential transactions 
between body, imagination and environment. It is absurdly easy to build, and 
appallingly easy to build badly. Comfort is confused with the absence of 
sensation. The norm has become rooms maintained at a constant temperature 
without any verticality or outlook or sunshine or breeze or discernable source 
of heat or center or, alas, meaning (Moore, 1977, p. 105).

The goals and concepts of this report respond to Moore's plea for more 
meaningful, liveable, human dwellings. These notions have developed from the dwell
ing class, close association with the Papago, related readings-, and my personal 
"building-dwelling-thinking" experiences in the Tortolita Mountains. These ideas 
have been gathered from many sources and experiences to collectively express the 
concept of dwelling passively with the desert. Passively relates to living gently 
with minimal mechanical/electrical energy-consuming devices so prevalent today.

The four major aspects of this concept are lifestyle, conservation, regional
ism, and experience. Each will be defined and examples will be provided to communi
cate the ideas more completely. Each of these aspects of dwelling is often over
looked in our culture for the sake of saving time, efficiency of getting the job 
done, and maximizing profit margins. Our economic-based cultural system in many 
ways operates successfully, but it has its problems. This report is not suggested



as a “cure-all» solution to the problems of the economics of building. It does 
describe an alternative way of building which avoids some of the inherent pitfalls 
of our present housing-delivery system. The owner-builder concept provides another 
way of viewing shelter and the environment in which it is built. Dwelltne is the
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heart of this alternative.
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Lifestyle

The first goal is that the dwelling should reflect the lifestyle images. 
needs, values, and functions of those who dwell there. To attain such a goal 
requires a thorough knowledge of oneself. This knowledge must necessarily involve 
the people with whom one associates, the activities one performs, the spaces one 
inhabits, the memories one recalls, the time one spends on work and at leisure, and 
the material things one owns. The essential thing is being oneself and defining how 
and what that means. Environmental psychologists, anthropologists, and behaviorists 
have methods for revealing these lifestyle data.

One effective method is to keep a diary of time, place, and activities which 
are performed during a year’s time. Recording activities and 
places over an annual period is very important because seasons 
make a difference in how we live. Dwelling must respond to 
these differences. For example, the Papago sleep indoors in 
winter and bad weather, but in the summer they move their beds 
outside and sleep under the stars. It is cooler outside roofed 
only by the night sky.

Another revealing method is to recall childhood memories of favorite places. 
This method is being used to reveal student biases and preferences for particular 
environmental qualities by Glare Cooper (Instructor) at the College of Environ



Leaf fort

mental Design in Berkeley, California, As children, relatively uninhibited and full 
of energy, we find many places to dwell. Since our memories store these experiences, 
we can review them for desirable qualities and aspects of ourselves.

For instance, my family moved many times while I was growing up, so in each
new area I sought out my own dwelling places. In Pioche,
Nevada, it was a dump of old cars; in Mascot, Tennessee, a ® le Bush
big-bush hideout and a tunnel fort in the giant leaf pile 
from the walnut trees, I still vividly recall the smell of  ̂

wet and burning leaves. My special place in Salt Lak e 
City was a two-story tree house spanning three trees. The womb-like 
character of the leaf tunnels, the adventure of the old cars, and the 
privacy and height excitement of the tree are a few of my most vivid 
recollections. These qualities are all a part of my dwelling and were 
revealed through past recollections.

Dwelling, a lifestyle in itself, can be for anyone— the rich, 
the poor, and all those in between. Dwelling can be for the single 
person, the family man, and even the retired. Whatever the back
ground, there is usually an initial concern about time and 
money. The consensus seems to be that time is, overall,
far more important than money. So whatever the individual lifestyle is today, that

I "  *

Tree house with 
electricity and 
privacy



lifestyle in the future must allow more time for building and the dwelling concepts* 
The young and uncommitted singles have great latitude to set their own pace.

The family man, on the other hand, with responsibilities to others must set 
aside his building and gathering time to nonbusiness hours, weekends, and vacation 
time. Obviously, the project may take longer. But here, a whole new lifestyle will 
begin to emerge for an entire family— a togetherness, a purposefulness, a respect
fulness for nature and each other, and a learning process for all.

The most exciting prospect is dwelling for the "old." longevity is a factor 
in our society with an increasing number of people past 65 with time on their hands—  

productive people "put out to pasture." Instead of waiting for the next round of 
shuffleboard at the senior citizens' community center, retirees with many produc
tive years ahead can get a new lease on life— dwelling.

Money may or may not be a concern. The rich and those on retirement incomes 
have the least concerns with the exception of.those retirees on low fixed incomes 
trying to keep pace with inflation. But even for these persons, dwelling ultimately 
may be the answer to the present high cost of housing.

The family wage earner is the one who most likely will have to make the hard
est trade-off decisions between time and money. It may entail sacrifices and 
compromises.
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Remember, what one lacks in money will be gained in resourcefulness. One 

man's waste becomes another's treasure. The art-of-necessity motivates gathering 
materials from the discarded, the used, and the free for the asking, learning to 
do more with less is the goal.

There are those who discourage financing the dwelling. That would be a 
personal decision. This is discussed in Shelter II and Ken Kern's The Owner Built 
Home. Both sources encourage using private capital and avoidance of going in debt, 
loans and bank payments for some can instill a little fear and desperation which 
definitely inhibit dwelling. It is suggested that personal money be used, however 
small the sum might be, and personal time be maximized to gather, build, and dwell. 
One shouldn't lose sight of the fact that dwelling is to create a lifestyle, not 
merely a house.

lifestyle and dwelling encompass another primary need— friends. Friends can 
be the greatest assets and allies for dwelling. Friends can assist in any gathering 
process, whether it be materials or knowledge. Their eyes and contacts multiply the 
chances of locating what is needed in more ways than can be described. They make a 
difference, and the time spent developing relationships is essential and will be 
repaid many times.



In summary, for the dwelling to reflect the personal lifestyle, it is 
necessary to define being through present activities, possessions, and memories.
Time must be made available for the dwelling process, but not necessarily great 
sums of money• Solutions to time and money concerns usually cause a new lifestyle 
to emerge• let it happen. The illustrations show the relationship between lifestyle 
and spatial requirements (see fig. 5).
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Possessions 
Desk/stool for
Chair 
Stereo
Walls-surfaces 
Windows
Enlarger/drying 
screens/sink

Tools
Easel
Table
Stove
Sink
Refrigerator
Pantry
Tub
Compost 
loft 
Garden 
Guest room

(14 June 1977y)
Activities 
Studying/drafting 
Reading 
listening
Displaying |/[Toilet
Viewing/natural light 
Photography

Building/storing 
Painting
Socializing/dining 
Heating/cooking 
Washing 
Storing (cold)
Storing (dry/canned)
Bathing

Washing
Kitchen
Greenhouse

Toileting
Sleeping/star watching 
Cooling/growing 
Visiting

Sun living/dining
Sleeping
Studio
Shop

Electricity
o

Pig. 5. Through self-awareness and observations of personal lifestyle during 
a year's time, it will be possible to list basic activities and possessions that 
support a particular lifestyle. When list is complete it can be used for defining 
particular spatial requirements, lighting, and comfort considerations. Grouping 
activities and possessions into individual spaces allows diagramming the spaces 
and relationships between the spaces.
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Conservation

The second goal of the dwelling is to be conservative of material and 
energy resources« The most conservative dwelling would use only renewable 
resources gathered and utilized in their natural state at the location where 
they were found. This minimal existence is possible and exists in the world 
today, but it certainly does not afford an enriching life for modern man.
Conservation can be defined in many ways (as can the word passive). In this 
context it refers to minimizing the use of nonrenewable resources (fossil fuels and 
ground water) and maximizing the use of renewable resources (wood, stone, and 
rain water).

Common sense and the knowledge gained through personal study of lifestyle 
can help define personal conservation of material and energy resources. Primarily, 
it is a matter of being conscious of those resources which are used daily. The 
changes in my lifestyle resulting from my goal of being more consciously conservative! 
are discussed in this section. They are based upon generalized principles and 
natural phenomena. They are not "totally" conservative, but they represent conscious 
compromises and learning with the goal of being more conservative. Each theoretical 
concept is accompanied by specific adaptations to the northern Sonoran Desert region* 
The particular climatic/environmental region influences the conservation principles.
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Smaller Dwellings

Our dwellings can be smaller. Smaller dwellings require less materials, less 
time, less money to construct, and less energy to temper and maintain a comfortable 
internal living environment. Imagine a well-insulated concentrated core space(s) 
which contains all the essential needs of one's lifestyle, Ihoreau best describes 
this essential living space as follows:

The animal merely makes a bed, which he warms with his body in a sheltered 
place; but man, having discovered fire, boxes up some air in a spacious apart
ment, and warms that, instead of robing himself, makes that his bed, in which 
he can move about divested of more cumbrous clothing, maintain a kind of summer 
in the midst of winter, and by means of windows even admit the light, and with 
a lamp lengthen out the day. Thus he goes a step or two beyond instinct, and 
saves a little time for the fine arts (Thoreau, 1966, p. 168).

The concentrated heart of one * s dwelling can afford warmth in bitterest cold or
coolness in hottest heat. One can close off and retreat into this place filled with
all the essential needs.

When observing personal lifestyle patterns, try to isolate your essential 
spatial, energy, and material needs. Distinguish between needs and wants. Consider 
personal money, resources, and time available for building. Think in terms of how 
much can be built in a season to enable dwelling during bad weather when building 
is not possible. Spending time living in an efficiently designed trailer or small 
house will begin to put essential space needs into perspective. Beginning at



the essential center and providing for one's immediate needs will optimize the usage 
of available energy and material resources. Prom this seed the dwelling can later 
evolve, grow, and blossom out into expanded dwelling spaces.

The dwelling generates from the core and layers outward in any or all direc
tions (see fig. 6). These layers can become enclosed greenhouses, bedrooms, and 
dens; semienclosed workshops and studios; semiopen screened porches and decks; and 
open yards and gardens. Prom the contracted, protective center, the structure with 
time and resources grandly layers out to maximize the dwelling area. The slow time 
characteristic of dwelling fits into the scheme of a concentrated small-house center 
When the dwelling has a center, it can become organically a growth sculpture which 
can be slowly studied, thought about, staged, modified, and built as resources are 
being gathered. This minimizes the critical decisions and anxieties, that accompany 
most modern house building, when one gets caught up in making all those decisions 
immediately necessary for.the 5,000-square-foot home to include everything that must 
be designed into it. The pueblos and midwestem farm houses, by contrast, reflect 
the growth-dwelling process. The center must be designed with the growth potential 
kept in mind as well as the following concepts to be discussed. The points of 
connection, site, and gathered materials will influence the core and future growth 
potential (see fig. 7).
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Fig. 7# A small-scale house can be staged and studied in the actual context. 
At this point in the design and construction of the dwelling, heights and spacing 
of qolumns were analyzed from many points of view— from the low hills surrounding 
the site, the valley floor, and the entry path. Specific vegetation was framed and 
related to the structure through use of windows and structural framework. The form 
of the structure began to respond to the contours surrounding the site.
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Comfort

In order to dwell, a primary requirement is comfort. Dwellings must be 
designed to provide comfortable air temperature, adequate humidity, fresh air 
exchange, and storage of thermal radiation as experienced physiologically and 
psychologically by a person. Givoni defines the comfort zone as "the range of 
conditions under which the thermoregulatory mechanisms of the body are in a state 
of minimal activity" (Givoni, 1968, p. 47). The American Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) and Victor Olgyay, Design with 
Climate, illustrate comfort-zone charts which reflect the interrelationship of these 
factors as they affect human comfort. The comfort zone generally is defined as a 
temperature range of 69 to 80°F and a relative humidity of 30 to 70 percent. These 
ranges may vary, however, due to an individual's acclimation to a specific region.
In other words, some people can tolerate higher or lower temperatures and relative 
humidities than defined in these comfort charts, because their bodies have adapted 
to the particular climatic/environmental extremes.

In the Environment chapter, the northern Sonoran Desert is characterized by 
high radiation (BTU/hr), high air temperatures (°F), and low relative humidity (%) 
for an average year. Consequently, the primary requirement for maintaining comfort 
is cooling the air temperature, obstructing the thermal radiation, and adding
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moisture to the air to increase relative humidity. The ideal requirement is a 
dwelling which passively, without mechanical means, satisfies these comfort criteria. 
The designer can manipulate siting, orientation, shape, window sizing and placement, 
shading, thermal mass, roof openings, heat and wind chimneys, insulation, water 
pools, and other architectural features to achieve the desired comfort range once 
some basic rules and formulas are known.

The following rules and definitions will establish the vocabulary and 
understanding needed to manipulate architectural elements for achieving a comfortable 
passive dwelling. Keep in mind these rules, definitions, and principles to create 
the essential dwelling center. It makes sense also to utilize principles t h a t " 
enable the dwelling elements to serve multiple functions.
For example, a thermal solar storage mass which is simul
taneously the floor or wall is accomplishing two needs 
with the same element. This way resources and energies
are maximized. Understanding each of these basic rules, mass & structure
definitions, and principles will help clarify their specific architectural applica
tion.
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1st Law of Thermal Dynamics; “Energy can be neither created nor destroyed; 

when one form of energy disappears, another form always appears in equivalent 
quantity" (Wright, 1978, p. 58).

2nd Law of Thermal Dynamics: "Heat cannot pass spontaneously from a colder 
to a warmer body; when free interchange of heat takes place, 
it is always the hotter of the two bodies which loses energy 
and the colder that gains energy" (Ibid., p. 5 9).

There are three basic ways heat is transferred (lost or gained):
1• Thermal radiation is the flow of heat energy through space by electro

magnetic waves until it is absorbed by a solid object or reflected by a radiant 
barrier like aluminum foil.

2. Convection heat energy travels through air or liquid mediums. Heat 
energy excites the molecules of air or a liquid and as they expand and their rate 
of motion increases, they rise. Warm air and liquids rise, and conversely, cool 
air and liquids, since their molecules are slower and denser, settle to lower 
places.

3. Conduction heat energy travels through materials in direct contact with 
each other. Any material absorbs heat as its temperature rises and releases 
heat as its temperature falls. All materials are capable of storing and trans
ferring different amounts of heat energy due to their specific heat (BTU/lb °P), 
mass (lbs), and temperature change (°P).

Q(BTU of stored heat) = c(specific heat) x m(mass) x At(temperature change) 
(Ibid., p. 67).

Heat energy is measured in two ways;
1. Quantity of heat in British Thermal Units (BTU). A BTU is the amount of 

heat required to raise one pound of water 1°P.



2. Intensity of heat in degrees Fahrenheit (°F)« Heat and radiation are two 
forms of energy* Radiant energy reaches the earth from the sun in visible and 
invisible (ultraviolet to infrared) wave lengths* Upon striking a surface, part of 
this radiation is absorbed and transformed into an equivalent amount of heat energy 
(Anderson, 1976, p. 12).

Insolation is the incoming solar radiation which strikes a surface and is 
measured in BTU per square foot, length of day, cloudiness, humidity, elevation 
above sea level, and other factors affect the amount of available insolation. In 
fact, insolation is the sum of direct solar radiation, diffuse sky radiation, and 
reflected radiation from vegetation and terrain (Ibid., p. 5 8 ).

ASHRAB provides tables for clear-day-insolation figures for many locations 
in the United States. The insolation values may be recorded in Langleys which are 
equivalent to 3.69 BTU per square foot. In the northern Sonoran Desert these average 
insolation values are conservative by 10 to 20 percent because of the clearer skies 
and greater reflectance. Therefore this area receives probably more than 
500 Langleys/day or 1,845 BTU/ft2/day (Ibid., p. 59).

Glass or plastic films are the key to passive solar design. They transmit 
solar radiation from outside to inside and trap the infrared thermal radiation, so 
it cannot be transferred from inside back outside. When glass is used with adequate
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thermal mass to retain thermal radiation, inside comfortable conditions can be main
tained. This is known as the greenhouse effect (Ibid., p. 13). The percentage of 
heat gain through clear single glazing in summer is 97 percent and in winter 68 
percent. Through clear double glazing the summer gain is 83 percent and the winter 
gain is 68 percent. Clear glass is the best choice for a passive structure, because 
special glasses (heat absorbing and reflective) cost more and reduce the amount of 
solar gain in winter. Double clear glass windows on the south will provide optimum 
winter solar heat gain with minimal heat loss (Ibid., p. 8 6 ).

Now consider some of the architectural principles that have been derived from 
the preceding concepts. There is no prototype structure which can be applied 
universally. Site, macroclimate, microclimate, available materials, and energies 
determine interactively the ideal dwelling response. The following general princi
ples are based upon experience and sensible practices that optimize the insolation 
potential in cold periods and inhibit the insolation during hot periods, both 
necessary in passive dwelling design. A dwelling which moderates seasonal inside- 
outside temperature extremes without mechanical devices is the goal.

The ideal site in the Sonoran Desert for an optimal passive structure, 
according to SWR (Environmental Planners and Landscape Architects), is located on a 
lower southern hillside above the valley floor. The dwelling should not be located
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‘cold air 
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on the valley floor due to the settling out of cooler air during cold periods, At 
the crest the dwelling would have no protection from 
harsh winds and heat which rise up the hillside.
Lower hillside locations are cooler in the afternoons 
and warmer at night due to hot and cool air-flow patterns. The 
extreme diurnal temperature range, hot days and cooldr nights, is best moderated also 
at lower hillside sites. The direct solar radiation is reduced in hot weather 
through reflection away from the structure and still is optimal in colder times.

Sites with natural shading and breezes to aid 
ventilation are desirable. Locating the dwelling to 
the leeward side of water or irrigated areas also 
increases natural-cooling possibilities (SWR, 1975).

The principal orientation of the dwelling should be with glazing to the south 
or southeast. The exact orientation is

prevailing 
wind-ULIIU')vi* water

dwelling

not critical for a passive dwelling, how
ever. The southeast direction optimizes 
the concept of "sol-air effect." This 
concept considers the simultaneous effect 
of sun and wind upon dwelling orientation.

N magnetic

glass oriented southeast

optimal sol-air effect achieved 
at 25 east of south
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The lower air temperature in the morning is raised "by the morning sun entering the 
southeast glazing, and the hot air temperature in the afternoon is avoided "by reduced 
glazing to the southwest. The southeast orientation enables optimum solar penetra
tion during winter when it is needed.

In summer, when the sun has a higher altitude, the roof takes the sun which 
is the place that cools fastest through reradiation to the night sky (discussed

more perpendicular which optimizes energy transfer; and
the diffuse radiation is double in the winter sky (Anderson, 1976, p. 84)• (Overhangs
and other shading methods can completely and simply protect the southern glass in 
hot weather.) The maximization of solar radiation in cold times through southerly 
oriented glazing will optimize passive heating. The east, west, and north elevations 
of the dwelling need to be thermally massive and well insulated with minimum glazed 
areas. Remember, these are general principles, and one actually has more freedom 
of design than may be immediately apparent (see fig. 8 ).

later). The solar gain through southerly oriented 
vertical glass is much greater in winter when desirable 
than in summer. Ihe sun shines directly on the glass 
longer hours; the intensity of the sun is greater 
because the sun is closer; the sun strikes the glass

Winter
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The long axis of the structure should run east-west, Victor Olgyay states 

that in summer the east and west elevation can receive 2 to 3 times more heat than 
the south elevation. This is the season when heat is undesirable, so it is necessary 
to insulate and minimize these surfaces. Also, as described before, the south 
elevation receives twice as much heat in the winter as in summer, so maximizing 
this elevation is desirable (Ibid,, p, 80), To protect the east, west, and north 
from overheating and heat loss, berming earth next to these walls will make a 
significant difference,

The thermal mass of the walls, roof, and floors should be insulated to 
prevent conductive and convective energy transfers to the earth and surrounding 
outside air* The insulation should be applied to the outside, so that the thermal 
mass works to moderate internal air temperature and augment thermal storage, Not 
all the thermal mass need be insulated— that will depend upon specific site, design, 
and heatrgain—and—loss factors. These general principles can be specifically 
developed now to temper a passive dwelling in the Sonoran Desert region.

Cooling
Cooling is the most critical issue for maintaining dwelling comfort in this 

region. There are four basic passive principles for cooling: (1) night sky radiation.
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(2 ) cool north wall venting, (3 ) combining wind and water for evaporation, and 
(4) shading. First, consider night sky radiation which works in reverse of insola
tion. longwave radiant energy that has accumulated in the

with good results, reradiates the stored energy it has accumulated from insolation 
all day back to the sky at night. The coolness of the roof mass by morning will 
attract the heat by conduction and convection, thus leaving the interior quite com
fortable. To make this process even more direct and efficient requires an operating 
portion of the roof which can be manipulated open or closed for specific cooling 
requirements. If a large area of the roof can be opened to expose the massive floor 
to the night sky, then more heat energy and radiation can be released. The size of

structure during the day will reradiate to the cold depths 
of space if it is unobstructed by solid mass or radiant 
barrier. Since relative humidity is low and desert skies 
are clear, as much as 30 BTU/hour/square foot of heat 
energy can be reradiated to the night sky. This radia
tion can cool a surface to below outside air temperatures 
(Anderson, 1976, p. 72). The radiation travels in straight 
lines toward the depths of cold black space.

* « 
*

The massive roof, traditionally used in this region
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the roof opening will determine the amount of heat released and coolness retained 
in the morning. When the sun rises, the roof must he closed and he well insulated 
for optimal cooling results (see fig. 9 ).

One example of this principle is Harold Hay's Sky Therm House which utilizes 
water hags on the roof which are protected hy moving, insulated panels. During hot 
periods the panels are closed during the day and opened at night to expose the 
water hags to the night sky. The nighttime coolness stored in the hags attracts 
the heat from the interior space accumulated during the day and maintains a com
fortable interior space. During cold periods the process is reversed; the water bags 
are exposed to the sun during the day and closed off at night to retain the radiant- 
heat energy to he used hy the dwellers below. In principle this is a beautiful idea; 
however, in the arid desert where water is scarce, it just does not seem appropriate 
to have all those hundreds of gallons of water looming overhead.

The second cooling principle is cool north wall venting. The north wall is 
naturally the coolest side of a dwelling in this region.
The sun rises at approximately 28° north of east and sets 
at 28° north of west on the longest day of summer. There
fore, to maintain the natural coolness of the north wall at 
this time of year, some east and west shading is required in

North
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early morning and late evening. Otherwise, the dwelling place is shaded naturally 
due to the sun's path.

The north wall is an ideal place to create a special microclimate. By 
draining the roof rain water to the north and utilizing the area for a garden, the 
cooling potential is increased. The shaded thermally massive north wall, the rain 
water storage, and the aspirating-garden plants combine to cool the air and earth. 
Through properly designed screened vents located low in the north wall (termed to 
window or vent height), the microclimatic cooling can be drawn into the dwelling by 
means of proper venting of hotter air through chimneys or monitors to the south 
(see fig. 10). This is a very ancient cooling system utilized in the Middle East. 
For example in Iran, wind towers become hot and create a heat chimney flow of hot 
air upward which in turn pulls in cooler vented air to replace that which is 
escaping (Bahadori, 1978, p. 146).

Carried to a further extreme in the East Indies, ice was made on north walls 
during hot periods. Shallow water troughs at the base of shaded north walls were 
placed so they could reradiate to the night sky without being obstructed. These 
troughs were insulated from the earth and shielded to the east and west from poten
tial warm winds. During daylight the troughs were covered to retain the night-sky 
coolness. The system provided water temperatures well below ambient night air
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temperatures and as such was able to freeze water (D. Wright, 1978, p. 212),
Venting this coolness into the dwelling made a temperature difference when cooling 
the structure was required.

The third cooling principle is evaporation. Evaporation is the cooling prin
ciple most successfully employed in the Southwest in the form of a swamp-box cooler. 
This is an efficient cooling means when the relative humidity is low, but it does 
require a small amount of electricity to operate a pump and fan.

There are ways of applying the same principle pas
sively. The Papago utilize an olla as their evaporative 
cooler. It is a clay vessel, sometimes wrapped in burlap, 
filled with water and covered to prevent rapid evaporation 
through the top. The pores in the clay enable the vessel 
to become saturated; then the dry hot air around it attracts 
the moisture which results in the cooling effect. In 100° 
temperatures this simple device can make a difference cool
ing a portion of a dwelling as well as provide cold

Papago clay olla filled
drinking water. Refreshing cold water helps make with water, wrapped in

burlap, and resting in
one feel cooler in high air temperatures and is the crotch of a mesquite

, „ , . post. The olla is usuallyessential for desert dwelling (see fig. 11). located in the shade.
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The hosing down of porches and west walls has been used for natural cooling 

in this region but is wasteful of water. To conserve water it makes more sense to 
use the water for two purposes, such as showering and cooling. In the dwelling 
design if a wet area, such as a bathroom, is located where warm winds can pass 
through it before entering other parts of the house, the result will be natural 
evaporation. Showering and afterwards opening the bath area to warm winds, which 
evaporate the moisture, cools the spaces and conserves water.

In review, evaporation carries off heat. Moisture increases the heat-carrying 
capacity of air, and more heat is carried off
as air movement increases (until the air holds Wet bandanas tied

• The fourth passive cooling system is shading or obstructing the insolation and 
hot winds before they reach the structure. "In general, external shading devices

too much moisture). The result is a lower air 
temperature plus an increase in humidity— both 
desirable for maintenance of the comfort zone.

Baggy clothes •

around neck and 
forehead.
Damp bandanas evapora- 
tively cool the body and 
enable more comfortable 
work for longer periods 
of time in the hot
desert sun.

Sunrise Sunset



which eliminate all direct radiation and still permit free air movement at the outer 
fenestration surface will reduce the solar heat gain by as much as 80 percent" 
(ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals. 1972, p. 406). Properly locating the dwelling 
so that the natural terrain and vegetation afford protection is the most desirable, 
because it requires minimal outside resources and energies— it is already done by 
nature.

The planting of desert drought-resistant plants, such as tepary beans, 
squash, chiles, paloverdes, mesquite, and others, can produce cool shade near the 
structure without a high demand for nonrenewable ground water. Whatever vegetation 
is utilized, it must provide dense shading during hot weather; and, in cooler 
periods, it must shed its foliage to allow insolation into the structure.

Architectural shading techniques also exist— interior and exterior blinds, 
shades, trellises, screen walls, insulated shutters, and proper overhangs. By 

utilizing the shading and sun-path diagrams developed by Victor Olgyay, one can 
architecturally assure exclusion of direct sunlight during overheating periods and 
inclusion of sunlight during underheating times. The illustrations provide specific 
applications of shading for different dwelling orientations for this region 
(see fig. 1 2).
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There are other passive methods for cooling# hut the combination of these 

four should make a significant difference in cooling a desert dwelling when combined 
with the siting and orientation principles# These methods are completely passive 
requiring no nonrenewable sources of energy or monthly utility dollars# They are 
inexpensive and simple, but they require careful design planning and study of 
microclimatic site characteristics in order to optimize their effectiveness#

Radiant solar heating
Dwellings can be radiantly heated bv the sun without costly water or air- 

circulating systems. David Wright, Bruce Anderson, Malcomb Wells, Doug Balcomb, 
and Steve Baer, to mention only a few, are proving successfully that the heating 
needs of homes and commercial buildings can be accomplished through passive 
systems— even in harsh climatic zones# In the Sonoran Desert it is extremely easy 
through radiant heating to maintain the comfort zone during cold times in a properly 
designed structure. The siting and orientation principles discussed previously are 
as essential to passive heating as the insulated thermal storage mass, ample south
facing glass, and a concentrated central core.

Along with enabling optimum amounts of sun into the structure, the construc
tion must minimize the heat loss. Heat loss results from factors such as surface-



to-volume ratio, exterior exposed areas, cracks between joined materials, insulation, 
type and amount of thermal mass and glazing, and others too numerous to list. These 
factors must be taken into consideration when designing and analyzing the structure. 
Step-by-step procedures have been developed and explained in David Wright's Passive 
Natural Architecture and Bruce Anderson's The Solar Home Book and Solar Energy 
Fundamentals in Building Design. For a more thorough theoretical and comprehensive 
understanding of these concepts, consult either of these sources.

The diagrams (see fig. 13) indicate the amount of radiant solar energy that 
is allowed to enter the dwelling during the critical heating period of late October 
through March. Due to the dwelling design, particular time, and climatic condition, 
certain places are more comfortable than others; thus, migrating from space to space 
during the day and night may be desirable.
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In a •passive dwelling a source of heat for cooking, water heating, and apace 
heating is necessary. The simplest method of achieving all three is to integrate 
them into a single source. The place of heat or fire should he central to the 
dwelling design and, if possible, not on an outside wall. By locating it centrally, 
the heat radiates to all sides and warms the space more efficiently. In the desert, 
however, another factor must be taken into consideration— overheating.

The sun heats the desert environment and dwelling during much of the year; 
and, through proper design and insulation, this solar heating can be controlled. 
However, many times it may not be desirable to start a central fire in the dwelling. 
Instead, an outdoor summer kitchen (used by the Indians) or a concentrated-heat gas 
stove, such as a Coleman, may be considered. This solves the cooking problem, but 
the water still remains to be heated for bathing— possibly by a solar heating system 

The simplest fire is a ring of stones which contains the burning wood fuel. 
This is an efficient heat source, but it has the drawbacks of being unsafe and 
smokey. The cultures that have used this method have accepted the problems of smoke 

A simple fire, but more advanced, is the wood-burning fireplace which is 
safer, efficient, aesthetic, and uses a renewable fuel resource. The enjoyment 
that can be found sitting around an open fire, watching the animate flames, is basic



and primal. Like listening to the ocean, watching a fire is pleasing to the senses 
and relaxing to the mind and body. A fire is more than a functional heat source; it 
is a connection to man's ancestral past. Thoreau believed in the open fire and 
wrote:

77

The next winter I used a small cooking-stove for economy, since I did not 
own the forest; but it did not keep fire so well as the open fireplace. Cooking 
was then, for the most part, no longer a poetic, but merely a chemic process.
It will soon be forgotten, in these days of stoves, that we used to roast 
potatoes in the ashes, after the Indian fashion. The stove not only took up 
room and scented the house, but it concealed the fire, and I felt as if I had 
lost a companion. You can always see a face in the fire. The laborer, looking 
into it at evening, purifies his thoughts of the dross and earthiness which 
they have accumulated during the day (Thoreau, 1966, p. 169).

The cast iron stove is the most efficient means for burning wood, but the 
desirable view of the fire is lost. If viewing the fire is unimportant, then con
sideration can be given to the efficient wood-burning stoves which are on the 
market. Most welders can create custom-styled stoves for particular homes.

Many authorities have concluded that the open fireplace is highly inefficient 
and cannot be improved. They state that 80 percent of its heat goes up the chimney 
and that it continually sucks warm air out of the house. This need not be the case. 
Properly designed, efficient fireplaces have been in existence for a couple of 
hundred years, but their principles have been overlooked by most builders and 
manufacturers in recent times.
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There are "basically two types of efficient fireplaces. The simplest is the 

radiant Count Rumford fireplace which maximizes the heat stored in the firebox and 
reradiates that heat into the living space. The second is a more complex heat- 
recovery system which utilizes convected air. This type fireplace maximizes the 
heat generated in the firebox; that heat warms the air behind the firebox and along 
the height of the chimney; then the trapped heat is recirculated through vents into 
the living space. The simplest and least expensive Count Rumford system is the 
most appealing personally.

Count Rumford in the early 18th Century did extensive experimenting with 
fireplaces. He found he could improve the efficiency of fireplace design by increas
ing the firebox surface area, thereby increasing the available area which stores heat 
energy, and reradiating the heat into the living space. He also successfully elimi
nated the smoke problem through the invention of a smoke shelf that turned the 
downdrafting cooler air in the chimney before it reached the firebox. His design 
reduced the depth of the firebox which enabled the heat to be closer to the firebox 
opening and those experiencing it. These major concepts contributed greatly to 
improving the radiant fireplace.

Ken Kern, an owner-builder architect, and others have combined Count Rumford*s 
principles with an outside air supply, ash dump, doors to shut off the firebox, and



specific grate designs which further optimize the efficiency of the fireplace. The 
grate can be water piping connected to a hot water tank for heating water with a 
thermosyphon system. These principles are best illustrated by the diagrams 
(see fig. 14).

MEy fireplace, constructed of earth adobe, firebrick, flue tiles, and concrete, 
is the center of the house within the concentrated-core living space. All the 
materials were locally available, inexpensive, and renewable resources.

Water
In order to dwell, water is essential. In the Sonoran Desert, as discussed 

previously, water is scarce. Nonrenewable ground water and rain are the only two 
sources. If the use of rain water can be maximized for dwelling purposes, more 
ground water can be conserved. Rain water therefore must be collected. It is not 
a new concept, but it must be used more widely to make a difference in water savings, 
especially at the dwelling level. A friend of mine collects enough rain water off 
a portion of her camper to water her plants, cook, and bathe. This is remarkable 
because a camper roof is only a fraction the size of a dwelling roof. The square- 
foot area of a roof multiplied by the annual rainfall per square foot will provide 
an estimate of the potential rain water that can be collected. Due to the low
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relative humidity, it is necessary to cover all collected rain water to minimize 
evaporation and prevent sunlight from generating algae growth.

Inasmuch as the rain water is going to he used for a garden and possibly 
for partial cooling, the ideal location for these functions is the north side of the 
dwelling. In summer this is the only side with natural shading most of the day, 
therefore, it is cooler. With simple shading systems, a north garden/water-collection 
area can be protected from the harsh solar extremes. In winter the garden can be 
planted away from the north wall with shading removed to allow the sun to warm the 
earth and plants. The diagrams (see fig. 15) illustrate the siting, construction, 
-covering, and planting of the water-collection garden area.

Composting
Dwelling requires an efficient, inexpensive, water-conserving, safe, and 

healthy waste disposal system. Closely related to water collection and conservation 
is the waste disposal system utilized in a dwelling. The average person per year 
flushes away 7,000 to 10,000 gallons of water, according to the Farallones 
Institute, to simply transfer his toilet waste to either a septic tank or a sewage 
system. This is an incredible waste of precious water, especially in the arid 
Sonoran Desert. There are alternatives to the waste disposal problem of which
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composting is the most appealing. It can provide a valuable humus fertilizer in 
addition to conserving water.

In 1972 the World Health Organization estimated that 70 percent of the 
world population did not have piped water (Stoner, 1977, p. viii). Therefore, 
experimenting with composting wastes could be applicable in many places. In fact, 
composting is and has been utilized for centuries, especially in the Eastern and 
Middle Eastern countries. It is new to the Western countries, probably, because of 
the accepted abundance of water supplies, sewage technologies, potential disease, 
and attitudes about privacy and lack of contact with bodily functions. Those who 
have utilized composting for centuries have balanced their growth and waste so that 
each contributes to the other. Foods and crops that support growth and continuance 
of human and animal life are nurtured by the soil which is fertilized with the waste 
products of the living beings surviving off the soil products. Water needed for 
crop growth, instead of waste disposal, is used where it does the most good.

In theory there are two natural processes for composting waste products.
One is aerobic that utilizes oxygen and the other is anaerobic where no oxygen is 
present. The aerobic process is characterized by rapid decomposition, slight foul 
odors, and high temperatures which destroy disease pathogens. Anaerobic, in contrast, 
is slow, foul smelling, and low-temperature generating; consequently, the pathogens



are not destroyed as quickly. The aerobic process is the most desirable but requires 
controlled conditions of temperature, moisture, oxygen, carbon to nitrogen ratio, 
and pH (acidity/alkalinity). Each of these conditions will be discussed separately, 
and the design diagrams will show their interaction and combination for thorough, 
safe, and healthy composting (Ibid., p. 4 4 ).

During composting in the center of the compost pile, the temperature reaches 
about 160°F. To kill the disease pathogens only 122°P is needed, but the pile must 
be turned to maximize exposure of all pathogens to the extreme temperatures. The 
heat is generated by natural bacteria and fungi which grow and utilize the feces 
and vegetable scraps in their life cycle. As their life cycle proceeds, the tem
peratures increase and decomposition continues until the wastes are completely used. 
Then the pile cools off naturally. In order to maintain the bacteria and fungi and 
generate significant heat, a minimum two-foot—high pile is required. A balanced 
surface area to volume of pile is necessary to optimize temperature, moisture, and 
carbon/nitrogen ratio (Ibid., p. 4 4 ),

The moisture or humidity of the compost also must be controlled. If there 
is too much moisture and the pile has no room for oxygen, the aerobic process will 
become anaerobic which has the undesirable characteristics described before. The 
optimal moisture is 50 to 70 percent which is damp to the touch but not soggy.
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Straw or peat moss should be added to the pile to provide air spaces as well as 
absorb moisture (Ibid., p. 46). Maintaining this moisture in the arid Southwest 
may require supplementing the urine with additional water if drying occurs.

Oxygen, another critical component of the process, keeps the micro-organisms 
alive. It must be vented into the pile which requires the holding chamber to be 
above ground (Ibid., p. 46). Also, to get oxygen into the center, the pile must
be turned at least twice a month; but the more often it is turned, the more rapid
and complete the decomposition. When the pile is turned, the outside edges should
be folded to the center (Van der Ryn, 1976, p. 5).

The carbon/nitrogen ratio must be maintained to feed the micro-organisms 
and energize the decomposition process. Carbon enables growth and energy; nitrogen 
enables protein synthesis for the micro-organisms. The ideal diet is 30 parts 
carbon to 1 part nitrogen (C/N ratio 30:1), If the ratio becomes 35:1, the process 
becomes inefficient and takes too long. If the composting process is complete 
and the C/N ratio is high, the humus will rob the soil of nitrogen and inhibit 
plant growth. If the C/N ratio becomes too low, say 25:1, then the excess nitrogen 
will be converted to ammonia and lost to the atmosphere. Furthermore, it will 
stink. Human wastes, manures, grass clippings, straw, and kitchen wastes used in 
combination will assure a good ratio (Stoner, 1977, p. 46). The author of Pay Dirt.
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J, I, Rodale, states that the more variety of organic materials used to create the 
compost pile, the better the balance will be. A one-pound can of sawdust added to 
the pile after each use will balance the 6 percent nitrogen of feces and 15 to 18 
percent nitrogen of urine with the needed carbon (Van der Ryn, 1976, p. 6 ). The 
pH level should be considered, but it is of lesser importance and will be negligible 
probably to the whole composting process.

As mentioned before, there are potential health and safety problems related 
to human wastes• Deadly diseases have been associated with the pathogens which live 
in human feces. Cholera, typhoid, dysentery, diarrhea, and hookworm may spread to 
humans through a contaminated water supply or food in contact with infected insects 
or rodents. There is no danger if proper design criteria are utilized in the 
construction of the compost privy and if a proper maintenance schedule is employed.

The basic criteria of composting as outlined by the Farallones Institute 
in "Composting Privy":

1. The excreta cannot come into contact with surface soil, surface water 
or ground water. The compost privy must tightly seal and be caulked to prevent 
seepage from the holding chamber. All waste materials should go directly into 
the chamber except "greywater" from sinks and bath. All liquids in the chamber, 
utilized only to maintain proper moisture, evaporate through a chimney vent.

2. Excreta cannot be accessible to insects or animals or children. All 
the vents and cracks must be screened and caulked. Plies Eire the greatest dan
ger and can slip through sin 1/8 inch crack. The sprinkling of sawdust over
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fresh excreta will reduce odor and reduce its attractiveness to flies• The 
access doors and waste deposit door or lid should be heavy and tightly seal 
with weather stripping,

3. There should be no noticeable odor or unsightly conditions. Through 
proper design, venting and tight sealing, moving covers and lids, there should 
be no odor. If an odor occurs, then it is due to one of the following reasons:

. Pile is too small, or wrong proportions, unable to 
maintain hot temperatures.

. Too wet (add more dry sawdust or peatmoss— -turn 
and mix the pile).

. Too high nitrogen (add more sawdust or peatmoss, 
high C/N material— too much nitrogen smells 
like ammonia).

. Anaerobic process will smell like rotten eggs 
(not enough oxygen— turn the pile).

4. Compost technique should be simple. Material should not be handled 
directly. Maintenance should be minimal. At least twice a month, the pile 
should be turned with a pitch fork which is stored in the sealed chamber and 
only used for that purpose. Every six months one pile should be switched to 
a holding chamber where it is stored and turned for another six months.

5. Construction must be durable. The chamber must seal tightly from 
weather and protect the bacterial action from escaping.

6 . Finished material must be free from pathogens and safe to build the 
soil. Proper high temperature composting and lengthy exposure will assure 
destruction of the pathogens. Before utilizing any compost it should be 
laboratory tested for pathogens. Beyond this, only sterilizing all finished 
material with heat to kill micro-organisms, good or bad, can guarantee com
plete safety (ibid., p. 11-12).

Since the concept of composting is relatively new and unfamiliar to bureau
cratic officials, it may be difficult to get a building permit. A meeting with the 
county or city health department may be required. Before talking with these
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officials, it is best to become familiar with the literature, processes, and poten
tial health hazards (ibid., p. 13).

A commercial unit or properly designed custom unit should be selected which 
meets the basic described criteria, and the maintenance routine should be studied. 
Being organized and informed about composting will make it easier to assess it's 
application and appropriateness for one's needs and lifestyle. There are many 
commercial composting toilet units available; therefore, it is possible to be 
selective.

The first was invented by Richard Mndstromin 1939 in Sweden (Stoner, 1977, 
p. 97). His unit, later named Clivus Multrum, is a completely self-contained 
aerobic process chamber, vent stack, kitchen waste shoot, and toilet seat and lid. 
This is a large unit and requires considerable space below the toilet room floor for 
installation. The Toa Throne is another large unit which may be considered. There 
are a number of smaller units which utilize heating elements, fans, and automated 
humidity controls. Some of the many units to consider are Mullbank Ecolet, Bio Loo, 
Mull-Toa, Biolet 75, Biolet A and M, Humus, and Soddy Potty #2. These units are 
more portable, inexpensive, easily maintained, and easier to install than the larger 
units; but they do have a more limited capacity (ibid., p, 108). A complete analysis
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and comparison of these units is discussed in Goodbye to the Flush Toilet by 
Carol Hupping Stoner.

The particular unit selected for my dwelling was designed and tested by the 
Farallones Institute. It is extremely inexpensive (less than 100 dollars in 
materials), and meets the acceptable criteria; but it requires careful usage and 
maintenance to assure proper operation. It is one of the most simple, inexpensive, 
and conserving systems available. Presently I am testing this unit's application 
in the arid Sonoran Desert for the Pima County Health and Sanitation Department.
The diagrams (see fig. 16) and details will describe further this waste disposal 
system.
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Light

In order to dwell, a person needs a good light source. As I defined 
dwelling passively, I decided against connecting into Tucson Gas and Electric 
Company* I wanted to find out what my actual needs were for electricity. Jfy- per
sonal question was whether or not I had become so influenced by electricity and all 
the appliances and amenities it offered that I could not adjust to "simple" living 
and other means of entertainment. Initially, the immediate adjustment was to go 
to bed at dark and get up before sunrise. This was ideal in the desert, because 
much work could be done before the sun got too hot to bear. When the moon was 
bright, I stayed up and went for hikes and could actually see inside the structure 
because of the orientation of the windows and skylights.

This schedule made me more aware of the moon's cycle. The moon stays 
within the summer-winter pattern of the sun but is less predictable as to exact 
position. Therefore, skylights and monitors designed to enable the sun to enter 
the dwelling work as well for the moon. These rather romantic notions, however, 
do not accommodate the modern needs for reading, writing, or drawing which are 
enjoyable evening activities when there is no television. A primary need then is 
light.
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Three Eagle kerosene lamps can be concentrated for enough foot-candles to 

do specific tasks or dispersed for atmosphere or general ambient lighting. These 
function quite adequately. They also generate a great deal of heat energy which 
can rapidly warm the air through convection. In winter this heat is sealed within 
the structure, and in summer it is vented out.

Ify most recent discovery is the Aladdin lamp. It uses kerosene and/or 
electricity and b u m s  with a mantle. This lamp is internationally used due to its 
revolutionary concept. It was invented within the last 50 years, so it is a 
relatively new innovation. When burning at full capacity, it puts out enough light 
to be equivalent to a 100W bulb. The heat that escapes from the chimney is very 
hot; nothing combustible can be within 3 feet of the top.

I designed and constructed a hanging base for mine to reduce the chances of 
someone accidentally knocking it over. (Safety is critical when illuminating with 
a flame.) As part of the base, a structure of three brass rods holds a Bunsen 
burner screen over the lamp chimney. At night when working by the warm glow of the 
lamp, I could boil a cup of water in five minutes from the heat released. Thus, 
this lamp serves three dwelling functions simultaneously— illumination, space heating, 
and boiling water for tea or coffee.



The kerosene fuel to power these four lamps at least a couple of hours 
nightly costs about 85 cents per month. Kerosene actually is cheaper today than 
it has been in the past due to less demand. A distributor in Tucson is Gulf Oil 
located on Miracle Mile Strip between Grant and Drachman streets.

Another system which seems to have advantages over alternating current (AC) 
is direct current (DC). DC is the system an automobile, recreational vehicle, or 
airplane utilizes. It is more efficient, safer due to lower currents, easier to 
wire, and cheaper. A complete system, including bulbs, rheostat controls, wiring, 
automobile battery, and inverter to enable AC-powered appliances to be utilized, 
is only a fraction the cost of a complete AC system. Furthermore, it does not 
involve monthly utility payments;'

Bob Watters of the Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of 
Arizona installed a DC system on a Papago house plus a Wincharger unit to charge 
the batteries. The system is performing quite satisfactorily providing the neces
sary power for TV, lighting, and small appliances. There are no monthly utility 
bills, and the Wincharger should require no maintenance. The entire wind system 
cost 700 dollars. This cost could be reduced by two thirds without the installation 
of the wind generator. Instead, a dual battery mount installed in an automobile 
would provide charged batteries for the home electrical system while driving.
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Makers of recreational vehicles are improving the DC systems, so consultation with 
these manufacturers will provide the most recent state-of-the-art information.

DC systems are safe, inexpensive, low-maintenance alternatives to costly 
centralized utility company AC systems. DC systems enable the use of AC appliances 
and other electrical modern conveniences. It should be noted, however, that one 
inefficient system which demands too much current for the practical application of 
DC is the refrigerator. Perishable food storage is a necessity for dwelling, and 
passive alternatives do exist. The next section will address the subject. The 
diagrams (see fig. 17) illustrate the kerosene and DC electrical alternatives.
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Pood

Perishable food storage is needed for dwelling and must be put into perspec
tive. For m o d e m  man the supermarket has been so successful that one is being 
built within each square mile— they are not, of course, quite that numerous. How
ever, the point needs to be made that our society is mobile; and, if routes are 
chosen carefully, it becomes possible to pass at least one major supermarket 
between work and home. This means that stopping to shop for needed perishable 
items can be accomplished easily. The supermarket is a distant refrigerator.
Besides adjusting travel routes to enable more frequent shopping, preserving certain 
perishable food for short periods of time is possible by hanging it in baskets so 
ambient air can circulate around it.

The Papago traditionally stored their food in baskets hung from the ceiling, 
usually in an exterior shady structure. The hanging baskets served two functions:
1. they made food less accessible to pack rats, mice, and bugs, and 2. they 
allowed the cool night breezes to pass around the food. Inasmuch as the cool air 
could contact the maximum surface area of the food through convection, it attracted 
the heat stored by the food and released it to the night air. Produce, tortillas, 
and milk last 3 to 4 days by using this simple technique during cool periods when 
temperatures are less than 60°F.
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Drying foods is another system employed hy the Papago. This system is most 

appealing "because it is totally passive, easy, requires the least storage space, 
and inexpensive. The shelf life of the dry food is years. There are no preserva
tives required ever in the process. The flavor and color can he retained through 
proper drying techniques. The variety of foods which can he dried and preserved 
naturally is incredible— fruits, berries, vegetables, herbs, meat, fish, bread, 
cereal, and many confections. No nutrition is lost during drying or storage.

The process is very simple and only a couple of rules need to be observed.
A screened enclosure is needed to protect the drying foods from insects, birds, or 
other pests. The screened drying area must allow warm air to pass all around the 
food. The temperature must be maintained between 95° to 105°P to accomplish drying 
without destroying any vital nutrients. Darkness may be necessary when drying 
herbs to preserve their flavoring qualities. If the drying enclosure is constructed 
with metal screen or hardware cloth, the food should not contact the metal. Either 
suspend it or use parchment paper to eliminate this contact.

The next consideration is the storage of dried foods. It is suggested that 
they be stored in small individual quantities; if any amount becomes contaminated, 
only a minimal amount will be lost. The best procedure is to place the food in a 
paper bag with several outer layers of good sealing plastic bags. This will assure



freshness. The initial paper hag prevents possible interaction between the plastic 
and the food. A large jar with lid can be used to store the multiple smaller bags 
to keep mice or other pests from the larder.

Most food can be dried completely within a couple of days, especially with 
desert-intense sunlight. The goods can be eaten dry or reconstituted by putting 
them in water. These ideas were taken from Gen MacManiman's book, Dry It You'll 
like It. though there are many other sources available. The process is so simple 
and efficient, once it has been tried, the rest simply will follow.

A method of natural refrigeration is night sky radiation which was dis
cussed in the Cooling section. There are two good articles in the periodical 
Alternative Sources of Energy, issues 14 and 18. The low humidity and clear skies 
of this region should allow water to begin freezing through night sky radiation when 
ambient air temperatures are around 50°P. There are no mechanical parts or non
renewable energy sources required. The apparatus is a large flat tray holding a 
shallow amount of water exposed to the night sky. This container fits over a well- 
insulated box which holds perishable foods. One inch of rigid polystyrene covering 
the entire box will provide adequate insulation. An old refrigerator set backside 
into the earth should work also. The entire system must be level, so the water 
remains a thin sheet over the entire box opening. During the day the water tray
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needs an Insulated cover to prevent evaporation, convective heat gain from the air, 
and direct solar gain. Even at night this unit needs to be protected from warm 
winds. The north side of the dwelling is ideal for this system. The thinner the 
layer of water, the quicker ice will form, A water level of 1/2 to 1 inch is satis— 
factory. The actual area of the water tray does not affect the formation of ice, 
but the ratio of this surface area and the volume of the food storage box will 
affect the cooling efficiency. The volume should be minimized— perhaps not very 
deep, but as wide and long as possible. This allows the greatest water surface area 
(see fig. 18). George Helmholz and Larry Wheat of California have constructed a 
refrigerator using these principles, and it keeps food cool all day. They have 
been able to freeze water at 41°P at an ambient air temperature of 460F (Alternative 
Sources of Energy. 18, 1975, p. 15).

Another passive refrigeration system is known as the "Icy Ball." It utilizes 
the same vaporization and condensation principles as most gas refrigerators. The 
basic concept is: two balls are connected by two tubes in a closed system; ammonia 
and water are mixed and placed in one ball; the liquid ammonia ball is heated then 
in boiling water for about an hour or two; this raises the internal pressure; the 
hot ball then is placed in a container of cold water for 15 minutes which rapidly 
lowers the pressure, thus making the ball very cold. The cold ball then is placed



*
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in an insulated box where it keeps the box cool for the day. Besides the incon
venience of boiling, ammonia is highly toxic. As long as the ball is heated in 
boiling water, the pressure should never increase to a point where the ammonia gas 
would escape; however, the possibility exists. When safety becomes a question, so 
does the definition of passive system. A passive system must be safe, simple, and 
not destructive of nonrenewable resources.

The French have an operating nIcy Ball" system, and it could be researched. 
The concept is described further in Alternative Sources of Energy, issue 20, by 
Don Marier. The principal source for his article was Refrigeration by Moyer and 
Fittz, McGraw-Hill, 1932. Either of these sources will provide information on the 
"Icy Ball" concept.

The kerosene or propane refrigerator also may be considered. Instead of 
using either of these fuels, perhaps a solar tracking device might be applied which 
would heat the proper element for cooling. Michael Greybar, Just Deserts, Rt. 1, 
Box 25A, McNeal, Arizona 85617, is experimenting with this type of system; but the 
results are unpublished. He may be contacted for further information.

In most passive systems the combination of techniques to accomplish a 
single goal is desirable, as well as the concept of doing two or more functions
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with the same apparatus• At present the hanging baskets, dried foods, and leaving 
my beer out overnight on the north side of the dwelling seem to be working well 
for me.

Materials
The construction materials used in the dwelling can make or break the 

project. If money is readily available, then select those materials which are 
most personally desirable. If time is the most available resource, then build 
with nature. Since most owner-builders have more time than money, this section 
will concentrate on the "coyote" or "pack-rat" techniques of gathering materials 
as well as building with nature. In the Southwest stone and earth are readily 
available and are two of the most valuable building materials.

Whatever is being built, the process is to dream, to draw, to gather avail
able materials, and then to modify those dreams and drawings to incorporate the 
actual materials gathered. It is important to realize there is no need to become 
desperate for a specific material. An adequate supply is available from our waste
ful culture, and it is simply a matter of being patient and selective. The appro
priate material will often appear unexpectedly. The process almost seems magical.



The gathering probably will take more time than the actual construction
103

This is good because, in the meantime, one can dwell upon his ideas and thoughts 
mentally assembling and disassembling— a sort of vicarious testing process not 
possible for builders where efficiency is money. Remember, no attempt should be 
made to compete with commercial builders; instead, at a careful pace, try to create 
a one-of-a-kind dwelling. The important point is to take it slowly allowing time 
to gather the most knowledge and best materials.

informing friends of material needs or problems, they can join in the search and 
share in the experience. Many pairs of eyes are better than one when searching for 
specific materials or knowledge.

As mentioned earlier, friends are invaluable and essential to dwelling. By

The weekly Dandy Dime, or any similar local classified-advertising paper,

considerably less than commercial prices. 
Another good source is the scrap bin at 
one's favorite lumberyard. Even small 
pieces of wood can be cut into attractive

is an indispensable resource. Oftentimes, 
the material needed is found advertised fo:

accent trim with the proper tools. Local builders, ideal if they are friends,



throw away tremendous volumes of usable materials. Time is money for these people, 
and time spent figuring how to use a small scrap is a loss. Contacting builders 
along regularly traveled routes and offering to haul away their scraps will benefit 
everyone. Some of the discarded materials amaze dweller preservers, A flatbed 
truck or utility trailer will make the gathering much easier.

If large poles are needed, the National Forest Service may be contacted. For 
a minimal fee it permits thinning of parts of the forest. All the major roof vigas 
(poles) for an entire dwelling can be gathered in a few days. My roof supports 
came from Mt. Lemmon. These 8-to-1O-inch-diameter vigas total approximately 320 
linear feet at a cost of only 32 dollars. Besides the economy, it was a wonderful 
day for physical exercise and adventure dropping my own 50-to-60-foot trees. Elec
tric and telephone companies sell used poles at very reasonable prices. Keep in 
mind always, the more local the material is, the cheaper its acquisition. Long days 
of gathering and high‘fuel usage trucking can quickly add up to burdening expenses. 
Which gets us back to the most simple structural building materials— stone and 
adobe (see fig. 19).

On most building sites stone and/or earth should be available. For most 
commercial builders these are just obstacles which slow progress. For the thinking 
dweller these are the walls, floors, roof, and fireplace. Each of these materials
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to dry in sun, telephone poles (for columns), framing, posts, kitchen sink, etc.
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I located 6 double-hung windows at a reasonable price; they set me free to 

imagine and visualize their use as a disciplining element• The fragile wood framing 
was a good contrast to the massive stone and timber framing.
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requires the observance of a few simple building rules, a lot of muscle, and time. 
Virtually anyone can build with them.

Stone
Stone should be selected which is not crumbly or powdery. For ease of 

handling, round wash stones are ideal. Large stones are best with at least two flat 
sides. Smaller stones can be used as fill and chinking to stabilize the larger 
stones. Before the actual stone laying, a good foundation is required (same for 
adobe). Many sources detail good foundations. Once the foundation has cured, there 
are only three principles to good stone laying; the rest is practice.

1. Lay all stones so they are pulled naturally to the center of the wall 
and straight down by gravity. A physically or visually wobbly stone that can fall 
out of the wall should be avoided

2. Place one stone over two and two over one so that mortar joints do not 
run continuously vertical

3. Every three or so feet a cross-tie stone must be laid across the wall 
to tie the wall together

A good mortar mix of 12 shovels of clean sand, 3 shovels of cement, and 
1 shovel of lime or fireclay is essential. An excellent book on stone masonry by
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Ken Kern will help anyone get started. See the list of sources for it and others 
appropriate to your "building needs •

Adobe
Adobe is also a simple labor-intensive material. It is basically a miy  of 

1/3 sand, 1/3 silt, and 1/3 clay with possibly a waterproofing stabilizing agent 
like cement or asphalt emulsion added. The mix is combined with water and put into 
forms. In this region it is most effective in 16-to-24-inch-thick wall construction.

Adobe construction requires three good building practices.
1 • Keep adobe away from water by starting construction on a stem wall at 

least 12 inches off the ground. This prevents any possible backsplash erosion.
2. Avoid the use of any other materials, for example stone or concrete, on 

the exterior wall surface with the adobe. Exposed concrete or stone allows wind 
and rain to pass over it and the adobe at different rates which results in under
cutting erosion

3. Use generous roof overhangs or cap parapets with stabilized or fired 
adobe to prevent direct beating of rains on the earth adobe
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There are other rules for building with stone and earth, but these are the 

essential ones. They were discussed to give a brief understanding and to encourage 
their possible use by an owner-builder.

Wood
It is important to mention that any wood in this climate is best preserved 

when allowed to "breathe.M An oil-base paint does not allow wood to moderate 
climatic extremes. For this reason linseed oil mixed with turpentine, a cutting 
medium to aid penetration, is recommended to keep wood moist and elastic to handle 
temperature and dryness extremes. It should be applied to interior wood and all 
exterior wood which is subject to human contact. Any of the Watco products also 
are excellent and available at good hardware and paint stores.

For exterior wood seldom contacted by humans, a product called Pentaseal 
works well to moisturize, preserve, and protect from termites. Pentaseal is highly 
toxic, however, so extreme care must be observed when using it. Both interior and 
exterior wood should be treated at least twice a year.
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Regionalism

The third goal is the dwelling should reflect the region in which it is 
built. The last section was primarily quantitative and denotative based more on 
factual information. Regionalism and Experience (following section) are softer 
topics, more qualitative and connotative, taken from everyday situations, readings, 
and architectural education. A primary objective of these two sections is to 
stimulate thinking about the qualities that may be appreciated or are essential 
in dwelling.

The Sonoran Desert is a particular and unique region in the Southwest 
the dwelling should reflect this uniqueness. There are plant forms which 
only grow here and nowhere else in the world. There are particular insects 
and animals. There are particular land forms and contrasts. There were 
ancient civilizations here, and all historically adapted their specific 
lifestyle needs and available resources to this unique area of land. It 
should be paramount that the dwelling reflect this rare region in which

, and

it is built.
Form, ordering systems, responses to climate and geography, 

architectural vocabulary— all define whether a particular dwelling is a part of the 
region or apart from the region. Charles Moore refers to a dwelling that fits its



context as merging with the environment. A dwelling that formally merges with its 
environment is the most appealing. It reflects the consciousness of the dwellers 
and the symbiotic relationship between them and their land. A dwelling tends to 
merge with its environment when it is consistent with its neighborhood, when it 
reflects historical architecture, and when it conforms with the natural.

Good examples of cities expressing regional uniqueness are Santa Pe and 
Taos, New Mexico. It is an enriching experience to visit them. By contrast, city 
images in general across the U.S. are uniregional. They all have the same symbols—  

Standard Oil, McDonald's Hamburgers, Kentucky Pried Chicken. To experience a 
particular region, it is necessary usually to get outside the city and into the 
naturescape. There is no need for all this sameness. Each community should strive 
to express the region in which it is located.

Neighborhood
Dwellings located within a city neighborhood or a city suburb or a rural 

countryside should generate a different form. The dwelling should integrate with 
the neighborhood or community in which it is designed. An observer should see the 
dwelling as a complementary part of its environment, not contrasting or calling 
attention to itself. For instance, a white, two-story colonial house does not
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merge with a neighborhood of earth-hued, ranch-style adobes. Nor does the prefab 
house trailer placed in any one of the aforementioned contexts merge with or make 
full use of the potential for responsive, creative, contextual design.

The dwelling should appear unpretentious to the passer-by. The scale and 
image of the dwelling should be consistent with the other community dwellings. 
Consistency doesn't mean monotony, however. A monotonous line of dwellings can 
and should be avoided in any neighborhood. The mere attention to dwelling placement 
on the lot, for instance by bringing it forward or setting it back, creates a more 
interesting profile. Sonoran Desert plants and subtle grading help to soften views 
of the architecture and create privacy, thus, increasing the occupants' sense of 
particular place and security.

History
A dwelling reflects the region through its historical architecture. Restora

tion and preservation, both dwelling acts, strengthen the 
sense of region and context. The territorial dwellings of 
Tucson were often simple geometries functionally responsive 
to climate and available materials. They were characterized 
by massive mudbrick design, heavy timber beams, and urban
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courtyards. Basically they were hollow cubes with unsophisticated profiles and 
undetailed flat surfaces. Alan Gowans states, “moving on to new frontier places 
meant moving hack in time to earlier and more primitive worlds. It meant building 
not •architecture1 but . . . something more like birds piecing a nest together" 
(Stewart, 1974, P* 2). The essence of dwelling can be learned from these early 
jacals or huts, and from these emerged an early architecture.

In 1865 the long, wide hallway known as zaguan characterized the Tucson 
dwelling. The zaguan divided the house into two sides and termi
nated in the courtyard. The zaguan courtyard concept was used 
for privacy and cooling ventilation and probably came from the 
Roman Republic and Empire atrium house (Ibid., p. 3).

By 1880 more wood was available because the railroad was 
completed, and ideas and materials became easily imported. The 
pyramidal roof was introduced, and soon Victorian architecture 
was built along side the native indigenous vernacular 
building (Ibid., p. 15). As early as 1885 Tucson was 
beginning to lose its indigenous regional character.
Indigenous building continued but the trend was to 
use Eastern images.
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The zaguan courtyard and massive structure are still viable responses to 

this region, because the practical principles of maintaining comfort passively are 
behind the concepts. They are simple and regional. If they are to be employed 
again within the urban fabric, they should not necessarily be mirrors of the pant, 
for they would abruptly contrast with the existing architecture. With care and 
good formal design, these historical concepts can be reintroduced as architecture 
which merges with the specific community context and expresses the uniqueness of 
the Sonoran region today.

Nature
Nature.is a context which offers a great potential for creatively merging a 

regionally responsive dwelling into the desert landscape. The formal aspects are 
very different than those of the urban setting. A sensitivity to the natural, 
geology, topography, flora, and fauna, helps in siting and formalizing the dwelling.

Peter Stevens in his book, Patterns in Nature, analyzes many natural forms 
and their growth structures. Certain characteristics influence the particularity 
of plants, but basically there are only a few patterns which are generally repeated. 
Nature is infinitely varied, yet there exists an ordering system which harmonizes
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and balances it. Spirals, meanders, branching, and 120° joints can be found 
repeatedly in different forms of nature (Stevens, 1974, p. 5).

The Sonoran Desert plants reflect a particular response to the region * s 
climate and environment. The cacti have evolved minimizing their surface area, thaw, 
reducing their loss of water during long dry periods. Their structures and shallow, 
dispersed root systems spread out to gather nutrients and vital moisture, while 
their spines shade and protect them (Keasey, 1979, p. 10). Plants respond to the 
desert and so, too, can man and his architecture.

Stevens says that things tend toward a configuration of least energy that is 
the tightest fit, lowest altitude, or least motion (Stevens, 1974, p. 37). But 
adds that "nature never conforms precisely to our simple models; she introduces 
modifications as dictated by her lawful response to a multiplicity of demands"
(ibid., p. 38). Through over simplifications the patterns of nature can be des
cribed in terms of uniformity, space filling, overall length, and directness.

The spiral is beautifully uniform; it curves around on itself in a perfectlv 
regular manner. It can fill all of two dimensional space, being *
capable of infinite expansion, and it is also quite short. But 
as we have seen, as measured by the mean of distances to its 
center, the spiral is extremely indirect (Ibid., p. 41).

In responding to nature then, perhaps our architecture could have similar 
relationships. The uniformity issue speaks of proper proportioning, rhythms, and



"balance between mass and space— a form which encloses a maximum space with the least 
surface area or perimeter length. This refers to the basic principle of surface-to- 
volume ratio mentioned in natural heating and cooling. Minimizing the perimeter 
also reduces relative cost of enclosing materials.

Indirectness possibly has an effect upon people. If direct symbolizes 
efficiency, then indirect may be representative of dwelling. For example, a straight 
path may tend to focus one ahead toward reaching a destination or goal efficiently; 
whereas, a meandering path may tend to encourage one to lose himself in self- 
ref lection." A recognition of natural patterns in nature, especially of the Sonoran 
Desert, may influence formal, practical, natural architecture for this region. It 
certainly offers a variety of poetic and metaphorical concepts that relate man and 
nature.

In nature all forms flow into one another; there is a softness of edge, The 
slow, constant natural forces age and evolve each form over long periods of time.
The hard edges of technical materials contrast with nature’s soft edges. In our 
society hard-edged structures more easily fit our mathematical and computer 
models for predicting stability. Free forms and natural forms are not as easily 
interpreted by our predictive models and, consequently, are more inefficient to 
build. Many forms also are difficult to live in, so they usually are avoided by
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m o d e m  builders. Nevertheless, in the natural landscape a soft-edged, free-form 
structure may be pleasing to the eye as well as responsive to the desert context#
This aspect should not be overlooked. This does not mean avoidance of technical 
hard-edged materials. It simply means use the materials available, but in such a 
way that they flow freely and continuously. A mixture of hard-edged technical and 
soft-edged natural materials will add richness to a design.

Another principle described by Stevens is that inside and outside surfaces 
of particular natural forms grow at varying rates. If both surfaces grow at the 
same rate, the line is straight. If the surfaces grow at differ
ent rates, a curve occurs. The slower growing surface will be on 
the inside and the faster growing surface on the outside. The 
shell, the crooked tree, and the drying leaf exemplify this 
phenomenon (Stevens, 1974, p* 65). This concept can be applied to generate archi
tectural forms which appear to have grown organically from their site.

The Papago * s round house demonstrates the impression of this principle as does 
the shell form on my dwelling. Tensile and pneumatic structures also exhibit these 
natural qualities. There is no reason to duplicate or copy precisely a natural, form 
such as a nest or a shell. However, by understanding nature's forces and principles 
of form and growth, a more natural architecture can be created that resembles these
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natural forms; and it will merge with the natural environment. The form may be 
unique like a plant mutation; but if guided by natural themes and constructed with 
care, it can have the balance, harmony, and integrity of nature herself (see figs. 20 
and 21).

When working with nature's forms and materials, it is difficult to see and 
understand how a natural architecture will emerge. How can the owner-builder hope 
to achieve it? Andrew Weil, M.D. has lectured at the University of Arizona about 
his experiences gathering mushrooms. He says he can search the same piece of ground 
and never see a mushroom. Then an experienced mushroom collector will point one 
out. Our perception can fool us when we are not familiar with that for which we are 
searching. But through practice one keeps getting better. Dr. Weil says that once 
he has been shown a particular type of mushroom, he can usually find it on his own.

Owner-builders, however, usually do not have the good fortune of having a 
guide to point out natural relationships and materials; therefore, for them a useful 
technique might be to camp on the site and perceive its nature— lie upon the earth, 
feel the coolness of dawn, hear the creatures of the desert, endure the heat, and 
witness a glowing sunset. John Brainard1 s Working with Nature has been an inspiring 
guide for natural building. Brainard believes "if man is to survive physically and 
spiritually, we must find a better balance between the artificial and the natural



30 March 1978. The natural shell form was studied and 
adapted to the dwelling structure. It was used to 
create the hath and loft enclosure.
’•Everything about a creature that comes out of a shell 
is dialectical. And since it does not come out entirely, 
the part that comes out contradicts the part that remains 
inside" (Bachelard, 1969, p. 108). "And the fact is that 
a creature that comes out of its shell suggests daydreams 
of a mixed creature that is not only •half fish, half 
flesh,' but also half dead, half alive, and in-extrer 
cases, half stone, half man" (Ibid., p. 109).
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The saguaro is probably one of the most unique types of vegetation 
that expresses the nature of this region. It is a symbol as well as 
a highly sophisticated system that lives hundreds of years in the 
Sonoran area. The saguaro embodies many of the concepts which have 
been put forth as necessary for responsive desert architecture.

For example, the saguaro is a yy , 
water collection membrane • Its jl 
structure expands and con- /j 

tracts to absorb the immedi- // 
ately available rainfall. It Zr 
has a shallow, widely dis- Zf 

persed root system which col-, #  
lects as much water as is U . 

& &  available near it. J ^  / 
The main structure is/ 

a rigid skeleton which ll lAVk 
supports the porous, // i\vj
fibrous tissue. This // nVf/

tissue has a maximum 'V7/ 
number of cavities/to 

• store water. The caq,yus is 
very massive which helps to 
moderate the temperature 
extremes, while the,' spines 

provide it with/shade.

>es have utilized/the saguaro 
fruit for food, syrups, and wines. The skeleton has, f
been used for construction and detail- ' u  - >
ing. It is a readily available and 7-
durable, strong building material. [ \ l  ff\ /if

Parts of my dwelling express the 
vertical and soft rounded form of the 
saguaro— the fireplace and composter 
chimneys as well as the barrel skylights.
The northwest c o m e r  of my dwelling 
plan responds to a saguaro by cutting 
the c o m e r  at 45° and framing a tall, 
vertical window, honoring the majestic 
piece of vegetation.

Fig. 21
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in our surroundings,l (Brainard, 1973, p. 3). The following guidelines may assist
one in getting to know a site.

Guidelines for Working with Nature
A simple sermon, easy to give but sometimes hard to follow.
First see what nature offers. Make careful inventories of air, rocks, 

water, soils, vegetation, and wildlife and of their groupings into various 
environments and ecosystems.

Take time. Do not hasten to make changes. Maybe live with the land 
a year before making major modifications, observing the site at all seasons.

Consider leaving nature completely alone, to be watched and wondered at, 
or saved for future purposes still unforeseen. Natural areas are rare and 
precious, and so are many relatively natural ones.

If and when you decide to modify nature, have your purposes clearly in
mind. „Plan procedures carefully. Set down on paper long-term plans to carry 
out your purposes, and short-term plans for initial steps.

Involve others in your projects, to help both you and them. Do not 
leave out the very young and the old, who in appropriate ways can often 
do important jobs to help the environment.

Watch what you are doing. Stand back periodically and evaluate. Be 
big enough to see your own mistakes as well as those of others, and to 
modify your plans.

While scientifically dealing with facts and probing unknowns, do not 
fail to sense the beautiful, by whatever senses felt. Watch too for what 
others consider beautiful, even though you may not have found it appealing.

Have fun, and be yourself— naturally (Ibid., p. 13).
These steps place the responsibility upon the owner-builder to spend his 

first efforts getting to know the site and the effects of time. The desperate 
builder who rents a bulldozer and flattens the land for a road and a building can
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never connect himself to the earth and its natural balances. It is an immediate 
alienation. Man separates himself from the earth by floating a homogeneously flat 
concrete slab and building up instead of working with the natural elevation changes 
and flow patterns. In the desert it is easy to be insensitive to the earth because 
it is so sparsely vegetated. Man has a tendency to believe he is doing nature a 
favor by settling in and planting grass. The balances are more complex than quick 
judgments allow.

Many people judge bare areas only by what they lack, such as lush green 
vegetation and flowers. Barren areas have their own beauties: the color of rock 
and soil, strong shadows, angular or subtly rounded contours where nature * s 
primal forces are at work (Ibid., p. 21).

Building with a dedicated response to nature can be accomplished only by 
thinking and dwelling with the desert. Spending time and caring for the natural, 
unique qualities of a particular site are essential to creating an integral struc
ture. Steven*s general concepts and Brainard's specific knowledge and guidelines 
are a good place to begin. The real key is in oneself to develop a sense of value 
towards nature and her processes.
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The fourth goal is to create a dwelling which enables people to h a v e  a w  
enriching experience they could not have in any other place. Due to the standardi
zation of heating, lighting, codes, construction practices, and capital lending 
agency requirements, many modern buildings are monotonous and the potential for a  
few, if any, enriching memorable experiences is limited. Architecture filled with 
enriching qualities results from careful design that requires time— and, all too 
often, great sums of money. Multimillion-dollar Hyatt Regency Hotels, Disneylands, 
and other such memorable places were designed to titillate the perceiver * s senses 
and to stimulate the imagination. Nonetheless, an owner-builder with time and only- 
small sums of money can build into his home many memorable, unique qualities that are 
too impractical or too personal for the commercial builder to consider; and the 
whole process of building, dwelling, and thinking becomes an enriching experiencee

Some of the notions covered in this section are traceable to many of m a n k i n d 1 s 
dwellings, regardless of the culture. Recognizing the value of these characteristics 
as expressed in separate, disassociated cultures raises the issue that, perhaps, 
some of these qualities may be essential to man. One example is the traditional 
marking of territory. Another is the tendency to build vertically allowing the 
dwelling to have high and low places. Anthropologists call these essential charac—
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teristics motifs; Jung, a psychologist, calls them archetypes. The process of 
collecting these essential characteristics and thinking about their implied and 
unimplied values and relationships to architecture seems relevant. These notions 
seem to be of most value when used for discovering meaning or for enriching a parti
cular architecture or other designed place.

When creating an experience, it is important that the perceiver feels 
strongly about it. Whether a positive or a negative feeling results is unimportant. 
The overall objective is to avoid neutral responses. The neutral experience 
characterized by indifference will not be memorable or enriching. The following 
brief descriptions are of qualities which may or may not be of value to particular 
dwellers but, nonetheless, should be given thought.

The passage of time can be consciously expressed through the dwelling. By 
means of orientation the sun, moon, and stars can be perceived from within the 
structure. Their changing positions describe and act upon the particular dwelling, 
thus, revealing place and time. For example, specific elements, such as focused 
small apertures or vertical axes, will cast light and shadow patterns upon special 
places that define points in time.

Certain construction materials also can be incorporated to describe the 
passage of time. Stone or wood stairs, for instance, age gracefully from foot wear
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as do patterns of rust upon wall surfaces. Dwelling occurs over time, and physi
cally experiencing the marks of time can provide a sense of being in a particular 
place— triggering associations past and present and possible allusions to the future.

The mark-of-the-hand left upon materials has a humanizing quality. A certain/
connotative warmth is imparted. An awareness of process as well as product is 
evident. The mark-of-the-hand is usually more soft edged and natural compared to 
machined technical pieces* The traditions of building are symbolized in these 
natural patterns. Man*s relationship to his material and skill with his tools is 
exhibited and portrays the individual who lives within the dwelling.

A sense of center or unity should be perceivable in the core of the dwelling. 
Unity is a concept of coming together and of equality between oneself and friends. 
This is a concentrated bounded place which focuses attention. Charles 
Moore uses the aedicular four-posted structure to mark such a place.
This area might be viewed as a nucleus to the dwelling. The center 
should be obstructed minimally to enable groups to talk, dance, dine, 
and feel centered. A hearth with a fire can enable social unity and 
centeredness; while specific views of the sun, moon, stars, and earth can expand the 
social unity to nature and the universe. The definition of this center is essential 
to dwelling.
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So it is clear to what a degree the discovery— that is, the 

revelation— of a sacred space possesses existential value for 
religious man; for nothing can begin, nothing can be done, with
out a previous orientation— and any orientation implies acquiring 
a fixed point. It is for this reason that religious man has 
always sought to fix his abode at the "center of the world." If 
the world is to be lived in, it must be founded— and no world 
can come to birth in the chaos of the homogeneity and relativity 
of profane space (Eliade, 1959, p. 22).

The sense of this centeredness can be augmented through flexible panels and 
screens which afford various degrees of layering and closure for different-sized 
groups, special functions, and particular climatic/environmental conditions. These 
panels can control spatial size, connections between spaces, frames to the outside, 
entering and exiting light, and personal expression.

A dwelling should stimulate the perceiver's imagination. The response may 
surface as flashbacks to childhood memories or new insights or images of the present 
or future. Imagination can be triggered by stimulation of the senses or of the mind. 
For example, the articulation of surface texture so light and shadow animately create 
a variety of patterns and life forms is visual stimulation. Norberg-Schulz in 
Tntentions in Architecture defines mass, space, and surface as the primary building 
elements. Each or all of these elements can be manipulated to create an animate 
quality. The combination of texture and light on mass and surface in space can 
enrich the imagination experience of a perceiver. Edward T. Hall in a lecture.
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titled "Urban Affair," discussed one's need for such stimulation. These textural 
qualities, as exemplified by Japanese raked stone gardens, the stone construction in 
the Piazza de San Marco, Italy, and distant people sitting on the opposite side of 
a bull ring, seem to be pleasing visually to a variety of people in numerous 
contexts (Hall, 1979).

Suzanne Xanger in Feeling and Form states that
"Living Form" is the most indubitable product of all good art, be it painting- 

architecture or pottery. Such form is "living" in the same way that a border or 
a spiral is intrinsically "growing," that is, it expresses life— feeling, growth 
movement, emotion, and everything that characterizes vital existence (ianger. * 
1953, p. 82).

A highly textural surface with the play of light upon it demonstrates such a living 
quality. The form appears animate and triggers the perceptive imagination. Langer 
reminds us that in Leonardo's Treatise on Painting he

. . .  advises students to look at chance forms like cracks in plaster and 
knots in boards and try to make figures out of them, i.e., to read shapes of 
people and things into them. This, he says, is very good for the painter's 
imagination (ibid., p. 71).

The textural and light qualities of a static structure give it life and animation, 
so it becomes dynamic, ever changing, and enriching to those experiencing it.

The dwelling is a miniaturization or symbolization of the owner-builder. 
Within it there exists many miniaturizations of the world. The little snowflake-deer
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scenes that are turned upside down and then right side up for snowfall are an 
example. Others are model railroading, doll houses, paintings, souvenir momentos, 
and recently the popular books about gnomes and fairies. Man seems to dwell upon 
miniaturizing the world. Again, the topic centers upon imagination. As in creating 
a dwelling, the miniaturization embodies a concentrated period of time. "All small 
things must evolve slowly, and certainly a long period of leisure, in a quiet room, 
was needed to miniaturize the world" (Bachelard, 1969, p. 159). The whole notion 
of contracting your dwelling to an essential living core is an act of miniaturization.

There are ways of directly miniaturizing the actual world. A small framed 
view through a massive wall will focus for the observer a microview of the world, 
thus, freeing him from extraneous information and enabling him to dream.

Miniature is an exercise that has metaphysical freshness; it allows us to be 
world conscious at slight risk. And how restful this exercise on a dominated 
world can be! For miniature rests us without ever putting us to sleep. Here 
the imagination is both vigilant and content (Ibid., p. 161).

Creating or siting a dwelling where it can take advantage of distant views 
also miniaturizes the world. "Distance, too, creates miniatures at all points on 
the horizon, and the dreamer, faced with these spectacles of distant nature, picks 
out these miniatures as so many nests of solitude in which he dreams of living"
(Ibid, p. 172). Again, the examples are primarily visual in nature, but they can
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appeal to the other senses as well. M. • . The causality of smallness stirs all 
our senses, and an interesting study could he undertaken of the 'miniatures’ that 
appeal to each sense" (ibid., p. 174)* Miniaturization links the mind and body in 
states of imagination that are both enriching when experienced and when remembered.

The dwelling should be designed and experienced in sequences for maximum 
anticipation, drama, and intensity for the mind and body. A path which utilizes 
specific views of the architecture before it is actually reached by the observer 
stimulates excitement and imagination. "All architecture functions as a stimulus 
for movement, real or imagined. A building is an incitement to action, a stage for 
movement and interaction. It is one partner in a dialogue with the body" (Moore,
1978, p. 59). A variety of paths may be planned, and each should offer the elements 
of preview, sequence of movement, and final arrival at the destination. The traffic 
sequences should not interrupt major activity zones, that is, food preparation or 
central unity gatherings. There should be ample space provided to enable movement 
without disturbing stationary activities.

The potentially most stimulating sequence is entering or exiting the dwelling 
place. Traveling to the dwelling and crossing the threshold gate at the dweller's 
land boundary symbolizes entry into a particular concentrated territory. The 
automobile parking area should afford a view of the dwelling and should be located



at the beginning of a path for ease of orientation and recognition of a goal. The 
process along the path is one of imagining what is to come and, at the same time, of 
shedding automobile "fast-paced" behavior. This is preparation for dwelling slowness 
and relaxation. The path texture might be sand or gravel to slow the walker. 
Importantly, the path should allow the observer to see several sides of the dwelling 
before clearly revealing the entry (see fig. 2 2 ).

The whole experience along the path should stimulate the senses to enrich 
the percelver1s transition from outside to inside* The varied textures, the vege
tation, and the light and shade qualities along the sequence should augment these 
perceptions. During the sequence the observer can be introduced to the building 
vocabulary. The principal materials utilized on the interior can be concentrated 
or revealed gradually along the path, thus, accentuating further the anticipation 
factor. Upon opening and entering the dwelling, the building vocabulary and other 
items expressed along the path should be clearly visible. A sense of the whole 
dwelling or totality of general form should be felt. Inside, the threshold should 
be a point of revelation and stimulation, because all the varied pieces that have 
been expressed will be ordered within the dwelling. The inside entry place should 
still provide glimpses of other areas within the dwelling to anticipate exploring,
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Fig. 22. The dwelling path gently winds around cactus and vegetation. It was 
made "by walking a route of least resistance between the dwelling site and the parking 
area.
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if the owner allows one to proceed* The entire sequence is "staged" to stimulate 
the senses, mind, and body to prepare one to dwell.

A front porch is an important symbol in the urban or rural context. It 
is a place for watching passers-by, greeting neighbors, and dreaming. It needs to 
be large enough to allow several persons to gather under its protection and talk 
while gazing back down the path. The porch interlude also protects the visitor 
from rain or sun while knocking at the door and awaiting a greeting.

The front door is the threshold into the dweller’s protected world. A heavy 
wooden door may be carved and personalized to symbolize further the owner’s identity. 
There may be a need to provide a place to comfortably set arm-held items in case 
the door must be unlocked and, perhaps, an exterior light switch to turn on a porch 
light for ease of seeing the lock.

The dwelling should celebrate vertical!ty through several level changes and 
formal image. In the passive energy principles, the value of a loft or high space 
and the value of a cellar or low space were described. Warm air rises and cool 
settles, so seasonal or daily migrating to the most comfortable place becomes an 
act of passive dwelling.

There are other poetic reasons for the "garret" and "cellar." Bachelard 
defines the attic as a place to withdraw and dream clear thoughts under the security
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of a sheltering roof where you can reach out and feel its soundness. The cellar, 
in contrast, is the "dark entity" where our dreams are irrational and fearsome.
The ground floor is where one deals with people through common sense and education. 
Thus, the house stands upright and is a vertical entity which connects the depths 
of the earth to the heavens above.

The house, the cellar, the deep earth, achieve totality through depth. The 
house has become a natural being whose fate is bound to that of mountains and 
of the waters that plough the land. The enormous stone plant it has become 
would not flourish if it did not have subterranean water at its base. And 
so our dreams attain boundless proportions (Ibid., p. 2 4 ).

The spirit is freed for dreaming in my dwelling that is built of nature's 
stone with a cistern of water in the desert sand. The loft, 
a small two-story space open to the dwelling below, is 
warm in the winter and allows the southeastern morning 
sun to enter and awaken the dreamer— the natural way to
awaken. From the loft above the desert one can view out,— y—| 
scan the distance, or watch rabbits and birds nearby.
It is easy to work there with my desk oriented south.
Besides the view, the sun casts shadows across the work
surface providing a sense of time as it works its way across
the sky. The sunlight is warm and the space is comfortable. It might be that the
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l o f t  should be the first space to be completed in a dwelling, because it provides 
an essential space to dream and motivate oneself to resolve the rest of the dwelling.

extremes, The juxtaposition of such opposites can be sensually and mentally stimu
lating, Dwelling upon the notion, it is possible to think of

inside-outside, rough-smooth, fragile-durable, perishable-permanent, 
high-low— the list could be nonending. The perceiver when confronted with dualities 
may dwell upon their relationship and juxtaposition in an effort to -resolve the 
"vibrancy." Robert Yudell provides an example of the poetic and metaphorical stimu
lation existant between the dualities of sky and earth.

The standing figure becomes a symbol as well as an element of the vertical 
axis. As the implicit link between earth and sky, he or she becomes the com
munication between the two realms. And because these realms have radically 
different properties, the body becomes the matrix for the synthesis and resolu
tion of this polarity. Up and the sky are divine, spiritual, ethereal, light, 
rarefied, spreading, a canopy. Down and the earth are material, mineral, dark, 
compact, firm, a solid, a cave.

Movement upward can be interpreted as a metaphor of growth, longing, and 
reaching, and movement downward as one of absorption, submersion, and compression. 
Since the images of womb and tomb are associated with the earth, and images of 
resurrection and the afterlife are related to the sky, the vertical axis is also 
closely bound to the concept of transition through the cycles of life (Moore,
1977, p. 59).

One way of perceiving the world is through dualities, polarities, or

opposites which describe virtually any person, place, thing, or 
action. Yin-Yang, masculine-feminine, light-dark, day-night.
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The dwelling gathers the earth and sky and juxtaposes them in concentrated 

relationships which are rich with intended and unintended meanings, depending upon 
the percelver’s view of the world. Joseph Albers in Interaction of Color demon
strates some human responses to various juxtapositions of complementary colors.
When two complementary colors are brought side by side, they are perceived as pulsa
ting or vibrating along the joining edge. The painter relies upon this principle to 
put life into his/her paintings. By nature opposites are dynamic and stimulating, 
and their conscious manipulation within a dwelling can impart another level of 
human experience.

Man is a problem solver whether it be in the realm of space flight or cancer 
research or the daily newspaper crossword puzzle. The incorporation of mysteries, 
puzzles, and tricks into the dwelling will heighten the experience. There is no 
implication here that architecture must be reduced to a joke, however. The dwelling 
creation can be rich with details which concentrate the perceiver’s attention.
Moving pieces and parts are mysterious and attractive, and the tune-ability of the 
structure to handle climatic/environmental extremes becomes an intriguing puzzle. 
Involving the human being in the manipulation of the architecture during building 
and later during dwelling is meaningful and stimulating.



The dwelling should set a stage for the performance of ritual "behaviors.
Man is a social and cultural "being, and there are certain appropriate ways of 
"behaving that fit within the cultural mores. The architecture should define images, 
activities, and technologies that enable particular ritual behaviors. Certain spaces 
should be created, so they do more than enclose flexible adaptable space. The dining 
area, for example, can be designed to impart an overall mood, tone, and atmosphere. 
But a particular place may be created for the dining table, or a wall may have 
recessed niches for display of special possessions or dining wares. The figurative 
significance of the staged setting may be further articulated through specific light 
monitors and windows which, at the proper times, dramatize the setting to make 
dining more special. Each ritual activity may be specifically designed to be staged 
where the performance can take place with greater symbolic importance.

Rituals over time leave their impression on the walls and forms of the 
interior and endow the rooms with artifacts which give us access to previous 
experiences. These centerplaces in the house are the regions where the memories 
belonging to the family can be accumulated and re-experienced away from the 
distractions which must occur along the outer boundaries of the house (Ibid.,
P» 50).

These areas provide the occupant a sense of place in time and culture.
The next notion is tight and loose fit which may be recognized as a duality. 

Depending upon intentions, this concept can be applied to passive solar design,
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construction, images, and activities, . A "balance between tight-and-loose-fit 
components is perhaps more stimulating than all one and none of the other. For 
example, when working with a massive stone wall which one intends as a natural image, 
the stone can be layed loosely where it naturally sits and balances with gravity 
pulling it toward the center of the wall. This enables a flow of materials which 
appears soft edged and "animate" (as defined in a preceding section). In contrast, 
the tight fit happens at window openings where the hard-edged pieces of wood come 
together precisely, minimizing air infiltration and displaying fine craftsmanship.
The marriage of these two opposites results in a freedom to build naturally and, 
at the same time, to craft a structure so that it performs the comfort needs well 
and looks like a finely cared-for dwelling. Robert Yudell provides another example 
of this concept discussing Richard Upjohn1s Connecticut State Capitol.

This structure makes a complex but "loose fit" with the body. The body 
has many places and options within the space. Perhaps the opposite extreme, 
the "tight fit," can be seen in the Mesa Verde cliff dwellings. Here, for 
reasons of security, the path of access from the canyon floor to the dwellings 
is a set of hand-and-foot holes carved into the cliffside. The holes are 
arranged so that one must start from the bottom with a particular hand or else 
be stranded precariously just below the village (Ibid., p. 71).

Being conscious of tight-and-loose-fit relationships will incorporate more contrast
and stimulation for the mind and body.
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A sense of order is essential. The dwelling can he enhanced when disciplined 

by a few ordering principles which are repeated throughout the structure. Comprehen
sion of the total structure as a whole comprised of parts which impart the same whole
ness demonstrates building-dwelling-thinking. Disciplining one’s craftsmanship to 
basic ordering devices which are then repeated at different scales in the dwelling 
requires care and time. One example might be proportioning the plan, structural 
materials, window openings, and all other parts to the proportions of the golden mean 
ratio. However, the structure must not, for the sake of order, lose its diversity.
The owner-built dwelling, due to the nature of the gathering process, will assure 
ad hoc diversity. Because of this inherent diversity, the ordering principles must 
be planned so the structure appears in harmony. The tight and loose fit concept 
may be applied here too.

An example of ordering is Palladio's Rotunda. The structure and spaces 
conform to a rigid mathematical proportioning (2:1 relationships). Palladio hid 
the differences in the mathematical order. Corbusier, on the other hand, tended to 
hide the order in differences. He often began with a rigid grid system, then 
articulated the parts to such a degree that the grid receded into the background. 
These examples have focused on the structure primarily.



Another important aspect of dwelling order happens within the structure.
This is the storage or display of possessions— books, photographs, paintings, 
trinkets, fetishes, clothing, and other material things. Some of these items must 
be secured and others may be openly displayed, Bachelard discusses the importance 
of drawers, chests, and wardrobes.

To put just anything, just any way, in just any piece of furniture, is the 
mark of unusual weakness in the function of inhabiting. In the wardrobe there 
exists a center of order that protects the entire house against uncurbed 
disorder (Bachelard, 1964, p. 79).

Dwelling is finding the proper place for things.
Certain things have such a high value that they must remain secret; there

fore, a "lock1* is needed. But not just any blatantly obvious lock which is merely 
a temptation or challenge for the potential thief.

The lock doesn*t exist that could resist absolute violence, and all locks are 
an invitation to thieves, A lock is a psychological threshold. And how it 
defies indiscretion when it is covered with ornaments! • , , But rather than 
challenge the trespasser, rather than frighten him by signs of power, it is 
preferable to mislead him. This is where boxes that fit into one another come 
in. The least important secrets are put in the first box, the idea being 
that they will suffice to satisfy his curiosity, which can also be fed on false 
secrets (Ibid,, p, 82),

Another means is to hide the lock, so it is not apparent whether the wardrobe or 
chest is locked or just jammed. Without the lock to focus on, the thief may be 
discouraged and uncertain about where to invest his energies.
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In reality, however, the poet has given concrete form to a very general 

psychological theme, namely, that there will always he more things in a closed, 
than in an open box. To verify images kills them, and it is always more 
enriching to imagine than to experience (Ibid., p. 88).

It is important to have private and public possessions. They impart personal 
taste and values. They are things that are deeply expressive of an individual. The 
ordering and placement of such things will convey a person's dwelling nature and 
ability to inhabit his space well. The sense of order in the structure and posses
sions within contribute to the dwelling experience as a whole phenomenon.

The final notion that needs mentioning is the concept of rounded c o m e r s .
Every corner in a house, every angle in a room, every inch of secluded 

space in which we like to hide, or withdraw into ourselves, is a symbol of 
solitude for the imagination; that is to say, it is the germ of a room, or of 
a house (Ibid., p. 156). • • • The c o m e r  is a haven that ensures us one of 
the things we prize most highly— immobility (Ibid., p. 157).

If these concepts are accepted, then there must be qualities of corners which make
them more or less adequate. Comers most easily nestled into are those which are
secure and permanent. Those that conform to the body contours are soft, padded,
and warm or cool depending upon the climatic condition. Comfort is essential to
dwelling and imagining.

Psychologically what do hard-edged and soft-edged comers connote to people? 
At this writing no psychological studies of this phenomenon have been located;



however, Bachelard "believes that the rounded corner is associated with warmth, and 
inflexibility is associated with the hard-edged corner.

The grace of a curve is an invitation to remain. We cannot "break away 
from it without hoping to return. For the "beloved curve has nest-like powers; 
it incites us to possession, it is a curved "corner," inhabited geometry 
(Ibid., p. 146).

When working with natural materials, the grace of soft edges is comforting 
and takes less physical and mental energy to construct. The flowing, gently curving 
line that picks up sunlight unevenly and casts soft, free-form shadows upon a 
surface is very restful. The rounding of corners seems safer as well. A counter 
and shelves with rounded corners allow a person to brush against or touch them and 
be received gently as opposed to abruptly or sharply by a hard angle. A dimensioned 
piece of lumber can take on a personalized, cared-for quality simply by rounding 
its corners. The statement "she is living a well-rounded life" implies a balanced 
condition which is of a positive nature. "And for a dreamer of words, what calm 
there is in the word round. How peacefully it makes one's mouth, lips and the being 
of breath become round" (ibid., p. 239). Not all corners of one's dwelling are or 
should be habitable. But those subject to human contact, perhaps, should be more 
inviting and safe. Rounding these corners may be a means for accomplishing both.

These concepts are illustrated best in photographs which depict the whole 
dwelling as it would be experienced (see figs. 23 and 24).
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Fig. 23. The north side of the dwelling responds to nature# The attempt was 
to merge with and enhance the natural view rather than up set it. This side of the 
structure was resolved into soft edges and depicts the contour of the Tortolita Mts.



Pig. 24. In contrast, almost dialectically, the south elevation responds to 
Tucson and the hard edge of most architecture. This is the side for natural light, 
heating, and ventilation. Dwelling occurs between the opposites of Tucson to the 
south and nature to the north. The dwelling is a product of both worlds.
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SUMMARY

The Tortolita dwelling has enabled the investigation and synthesis of the 
four criteria as defined for the creation of responsive architecture in the Sonoran 
Desert, The opportunity has been unique in that it has brought together many 
different aspects of my being. The motivation for the project has come from my 
spirit and belief in an architecture that enables dwelling in the truest sense.
When a project has meaning and spirit, it is vital and stimulating. Solving the 
problems, designing, and writing about the experience have brought about the 
intellectual aspect of being into the process. And the physical need for action 
and extension has brought the body into presencing as an aspect of being. The 
combined spirit, intellect, and action make the person whole; therefore, through 
the unity of these three aspects, the systematic self-analysis of lifestyle values 
and needs has been made possible.

The exploration of conservationist practices which save energy and materials 
#

has been defined. The application of regional images, principles, and indigenous 
simple materials has expressed the character of the Southwest region. And by the
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positively responsible energy conserving architectural criteria are an ideal guide 
and should be used whenever possible. The extended time period of the project 
allowed more friendships to grow, and the notions of caring and preserving are now 
a part of my being. Slowness and time experiencing the desert helped reveal some 
of its many mysteries.

I have concluded also that the actual building has been the best "whole-istic" 
teacher. In the desert, where many unpredictable things can happen, individuals 
need to develop common sense and interdependence. The dwelling-building process 
enables the learning of these qualities. Being strictly in academic pursuits seemed 
to limit my abilities to simply build. There might be a point where too mubh know
ledge inhibits action, because it is difficult to select the appropriate technique. 
Breaking through this mental block is freeing, and work then can be accomplished.
Each process requires starting, thinking, and working it through. But no task is 
too great or complicated once begun. Complete planning and thinking prior to begin
ning are essential also. Once common sense is flowing, it takes little effort to 
resolve problems. If a mistake occurs, it can be corrected always. Learning through 
experience provides a more complete knowledge of process and product.

z Turner, Fathy, and Schumacher*s concepts concerning co-operative, small-scale 
projects made much more sense after involvement in building my dwelling with the help



comfortable than sleeping inside. To date the house has been functioning well and 
spacially accommodating to my lifestyle.

Before completing this report, it is important to mention some research 
monitoring that will take place with the structure in the near future. First, the 
dwelling will be completed, and all passive systems will be operating before analysis. 
Physically the composting toilet will be studied and documented, and the results 
will be given to the Pima County Health Department and building officials. The air 
temperature will be recorded inside and outside the dwelling at several points on 
each elevation and roof. The rain collection will be measured, and the wind speeds 
recorded to assess the feasibility of electricity generation. Behaviorally visitors 
will be asked if the structure stimulates their past, present, or future thinking. 
Discussions of childhood memories and personal associations may indicate the possible 
influence of the dwelling as a stimulus of experiential qualities.

The dwelling experience has been a gathering and a synthesis of knowledge, 
materials, thought, and action. The Sonoran Desert and Papago people were inspira
tional, and the art-of-necessity was a primary motivation. The process has been 
involving and challenging to achieve order and to make sense of the ’’whole-istic" 
responsible architecture of dwelling passively with the desert.
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Pig. 7. A small-scale house can be staged and studied in the actual context. 
At this point in the design and construction of the dwelling, heights and spacing 
of columns were analyzed from many points of view— from the low hills surrounding 
the site, the valley floor, and the entry path. Specific vegetation was framed and 
related to the structure through use of windows and structural framework♦ The form 
of the structure began to respond to the contours surrounding the site.


